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Vol.14, No. 12 
Pennick 
quits two 
positions 
by Vince Cotroneo 
Sports editor 
Carmen Pennick, the UCF head 
volleyball coach and coordinator of 
women's athletics resigned Wednes· 
day morning. 
The resignation comes. on the 
heels of an investigation into Pen· 
_nick's actions concerning former 
voUeyball player Nancy Pfor· 
dresher. Pennick and Pfordresher 
got into. an argument during a meet 
in Texas, and .according to Ken 
Sheinkopf, sports information, 
"some pushing and shoving" took 
place. 
Pfordresher took complaints con· 
· cerning Pennick' s handling of the 
volleyball squad to UCF om· 
budsman Roger Handberg last 
week. . 
In the interim, women's basket· 
ball coach Joe Sanchez wijl replace 
Pennick as volleyball coach. Only 
two matches remain on the 1981 
. schedule before post season play 
starts. 
Athletic Department business 
manager Bill Goldsby will assume 
Penriick's duties as coordinator of 
women's athletics. 
It was Pennick who came in after 
Lucy McDaniel led the Lady 
Knights to a perfect 55-0 record in 
1979, the same year UCF won the 
national championship for Division 
II schools. 
This season, the volleyball team 
moved into DiVision I, the first 
squad of any kind at UCF ever to 
make that move. "Certainly the 
university has the capability to play 
on the Division I level," Pennick 
said after the resignation. 
Pennick ~et with UCF President 
· Trevor Colbourn when she turned in 
the resignation. Colbourn said no . 
reason was given· fpr the resignation. 
Colbourn said th~ search for a new 
coach will begin immediately. ''We 
will try to find someone as soon as 
possible," Colbourn said. "We will 
advertise nationwide for the vacan-
cy." 
Pennick said she will begin look· 
ing for another position now. 
Pennick came to UCF after com-
piling a 7 3-51 win-loss record in 
three years as head coach at the 
University of Cincinnati. . 
During the 1981 season, Pennick 
was the volleyb~ll chairperson for 
the Florida Association of Inter-
collegiate Athletics for Women. 
.UCF's volleyball team will still 
compete in the state and regional 
championships. The tournament will 
be held Nov.12-14 at Miami Dade-
South Community College and 
regional competition takes place at 
Florida State University Nov.19-21. 
.. DRead about soccer upset, page 7 
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Mindgames tax-brains 
They caine in groups of four Monday night. Spouting.history, 
biology and trigonometry (and .other assorted trivia), they .an-
' swered questfon after ·question in PCF's College Bowl com-
petition. Sixteen teams are entered in the double-elimination con-
test which continues this week in SC 211. Above, the "Zeta-Men" 
fall out of their chairs while trying to answer. At right; Tom 
Terrell of "The Geezers," rubs his eyes for luck during a toss-up. 
(P~otos by Brian LaPeter) 
Administrators -question .. showing of film 
by Mike Lafferty and 
Mike Griffin 
. Future staff 
University administrators have 
been concerned over rumors that an 
alumni committee might withhold a 
substantial amount of scholarship 
contributions if UCF aired an X-
rated film scheduled for 
Homecoming Week. 
However, the chairman of that 
committee has said he wasn't aware 
''Cinderella'' wa-s scheduled for Oct. 
30 until contacted by a Future 
reporter. He said no scholarship 
funds were in danger. 
The _ chairman, who requested 
anonymity, heads a· committee 
which is contributing a~ "substantial 
amount" of scho.Iarship funds ap-
proaching $200,000 according to 
UCF President Trevor Colbourn. 
LeVester. Tubbs, associate vice 
president of student affairs, · told 
members . of the Cinema Committee 
that $200,000 could be threatened 
by airing of the film since an 
''anonymous alumni m_ember'' had 
protested. Tubbs did not identify 
that alumnus. 
The alumnus contacted by the 
Film,. page 4 
Student ·group may try to recall Chandler . 
by Matt Weber 
Future staff • 
possibility of submitting a recall 
petition. 
Calderwood declined to give the 
A group of students is considering names or the number of people 
an effort to recall Stuqent Body behind the effort, bnt did say he was 
President George Chandl~r on the . a. member of the group. 
grounds of "unethicEU practices" No formal pe~ition has been sub-
according ·to Chandler's former mitted by the group. According to 
executive adviser. SG Attorney General Pete Morlock, 
Chandler called the whole recall · 
idea "absurd." 
Stu Calderwood, who three weeks 
ago was Chandler's top cabinet of-
. ficer I said last week that several 
students are discussing the 
before anyone begins a recall effort, 
the petition must he registered with 
the student government secretary. 
After registration, the petition must 
be signed by at least 10 percent of 
the student body within 20 days to 
rec.all ·a student body president. 
That 10-percent totals 1,337 accor· 
·ding to figures · from UCF's Office of 
Institutional Research. 
If enough valid signatures are col· 
lected, a recall election is held to let 
the students decide if the president 
should remain in office. 
Calderwood said there are several 
reasons why the group is discussing 
recall. . 
He. cited Chandler's iD.volvement 
in the ·senate's pro tempore elec:tion 
as an example of "unethical prac· 
tices." ·· 
"The student body president is ac 
Recall, page 10 
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IF YOU LIKE BANKING 
MADE EASY 
YOU'LL LOVE US 
The Citizens Bank Of Oviedo is· 
located just minutes from the 
u.c.F. campus~ we have spacious ~ 
parking, fast drive in tellers and 
.two CITIZENS 24 HR automated 
tellers In Oviedo and at u.c.F. in 
the new A.T.M. ·building. All to : 
make banking easy for you~ 
' 
EVervthing .you~will ever 
. need from a Full service Bank is 
yours at .... 
• 
~ YOUR FRIENDLY 
1S6 GENEVA DRIVE• P.O. BOX 729 •OVIEDO, FLORIDA 32765 
® . MEMBER FDIC (305) 365-6611 
y 
For Eyes! 
At no extra charge: 
o Photbgrev Lenses Plastic Lenses o 
Fashion Tints o 
Wire Frames o 
SelectiOA Of 300 D . 
o sunglasses 
o oversize Lenses 
o Quality Guaranteed 
FRAMES & LENSES 
COMPLETE 
s33 
546 Bifocals 
-OR 
The greatest values in sight. TM 
Casslabarry • 430 East Highway-436, ( 1h mile east of 17-92) • 339-0400 
, . 
Locations in: Florida. California, Delaware . Illinois, Maryland . 
Massachusetts . New Jersey, Pennsylvania. Virginia and Washington . O.C. 
II 
AT A GlANCE 
EVENTS 
There will be a meeting for those wbo oppose the Trask-Bush amend· 
ment today at 2 p.m. in the Student Organizations Lounge~ For more 
information call Mike Griffin, X-2601. 
••• Homosexuality will be the subject of a presentation and open discus-
sion Oct. 28 at noon in Student Union Building Rm. 143. The Rev. Jim 
Knotts, assistant pastor at First Baptist, Orlando, will make the 
presentation and Hal Burke, Baptist Campus Minister, will lead in the 
discussion. It is hoped that there will be representation of opposing 
views. 
• •• The University Ticket Agency is moving from the Administration 
Building to the Bookstore, and will open Oct. 26. 
• • •• Judy Kelly, public information ·officer for the American Cancer · 
Society will be the guest speaker at the Oct. 26 meeting of the 
M~keting Association. Kelly will speak on publi~ relations in the non· 
profit sector. Meetings are on Tuesdays at 11 a.m. in CB 226 for those 
interested in joining. 
• •• • The UCF Marketing Association is sponsoring the first .annual 
Monster Mash, a fundraiser for the American Cancer Society, Oct 29, 
at the Park A venue Club. Total value of prizes available to supp~rters 
will exceed $3,500. Donation tickets of $5 will be av8.ilable at the 
Kiosk, from any Marketing Association member, centralized services, 
and all major ticket outlets. .. 
With its Halloween thenie, the bash will feature a costume contest 
and door prizes. A weekend for two in the Bahamas is the grand prize 
for the best overall costume. Other prizes will be given for the most 
original, funniest, and scariest costumes. For further information con-
tact the UCF Marketing Department, X-2108 . 
••• 
The UCF College Republicans will be hosting a Student Fieldman 
School Oct. 30-31 and· Nov. 1 at UCF. , 
Essentially, the SFS gives the student training in all areas ef cam-
. paign management: voter registration, media, research, advance work, 
and using volunteers to win elections. A team of campaigil experts are 
being flown in from Washington to conduct the se~ar. The cost is 
$25, which covers five meals and materials. 
This Fieldman School is one of 11 being conducted in the Southeast 
USA with the sponsorship of the Republican National Committee; For 
more information contact Dwight Kleine, 293-8428. · 
••• Barbara Lee Johnson, Director of Total Life Ministries, will conduct 
a seminar, "Coping With Reality," for women only, at the Maitland 
Civic Center, Oct .. 28, 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. 
Johnson will conduct sessions on "Coping with y01,u;-_ Illu~ions," 
"Coping with Depression, Loneliness, Sorrow, and. Trials," "Coping 
with Fear, Worry, and Anxiety," and "Coping with Yourself." 
Advanced registrations for the all· day seminar is a $5 donation and 
can be mailed to: Seminar, P.O. Box 4644, Winter Park, 32·793. Make 
checks payable to Total Life .Ministries. Registration on the day of the 
seminar will be $7. For further inform~tion .call 831-8130. 
• • •• Poets ... The National College Poetry Contest is open to all students 
who wish to submit their verses for competition. Fir~t place winner 
receives $100. The deadline is Oct. 31. . For more details, contact the 
Future Office, X-2601 and ask for Kathleen. 
l)pdATE 
An area-wide campaign tb raise $50,000 for minority student 
scholarships to UCF has received a big boost with the commitment of. 
a $15,000 challenge grant from Sentinel Star Charities, Inc. · 
The drive for dollars, which will end Dec. 31, has issued an appeal to 
the community through committees comprised of black leaders in the 
professions, business, civic organizations, religion arid education, and 
among UCF alumni. 
• ••• 
A prep course for high school stu~ents taking the Scholastic Ap-
titude Test or PSA T begins Oct. 28 under the direction of the UCF 
College of Extended Studies. 
~he six week course meets each Wednesday 7 to 10 p.m. at St. 
Richards Episcopal Church, 5151 Lake Howell Rd., Winter Park. 
. Tuition for the course is $60, which includes the text for the ex-
aminations. For further information contact Dr. Cyndee Hutchinson 
at the UCF College of Extended Studies, X-2123 . 
••• 
. The Scholastic All-~eijcan Search has begun, but nobody seems to 
know about it. · 
According to President Mark A. Anderson, not one single Central 
Florida student has submitted an application for the fall 1981 class. 
The annual Sc~iastic All-American Search admits top students 
from each comm 'ty college, junior college, undergraduate, and 
graduate school in he country. The organization has no local chapters, 
instead seeks inte ~tually mature students on a national level. 
For more informati°on send a stamped self-addresses envelope to the 
Scholastic All-American Honor Society, P.O. Box· 237, Clinton, New 
York, 13323. Applications are available at the Future. 
.. 
... 
Cainpus radio station moves ·into new studios 
. . . 
by Mike Griffin ment, including office furniture, 
tape recorders, a new production 
board, audio tape, microphones, a 
digital clock system and nine IBM 
Selectric Typewriters, according to 
Keith Fowles WUCF general 
manager. 
Future s1aH 
WUCF-FM will begin broad-
casting from it's new studio facility· 
beneath the Library at approximate-
ly 7 a.m. on Wednesday. 
Fowles added that the increase in 
space will enable the radio station to 
better serve the needs of the UCF 
community. "At the old facility we 
The new facilities replace the old · 
bookstore, and are the result of an : 
$80,000 renovation project, accor-
ding to Robert Webb, director of the 
university's facilities and planning 
department. 
would often be confronted with the 
situation of having 12 to 15 people 
crammed into that small space at 
the same time. We have survived 
only _ through determination," 
Fowles said • 
In addition, the station has receiv-
ed approximately $30,000 in equip-
Pam-Glmaon/Future 
The space consignment has· been 
expanded to facilitate a record 
library, a staff lounge, a studio inter-
view room,· 2 production rooms, a 
control room, a news and sports area 
that will include a broadcast room, 
and enough office space for Fowles, 
. Station Manager Dave Bachynski, 
Program Director Ray Gibbs and a 
receptionist. In addition an AM 
control room has been provided for 
broadcast classes. 
· The mechanics of the final move 
have not been completely worked 
out, but Gibbs said the station will 
probably leave the -air earlier than 
us_ual on. Tuesd~y night, in order to 
facilitate the final move. 
''Starting Monday, all :broadcasts 
will generate from , the produetion 
room while control room equipment 
is moved," Gibbs said. 
Former offic~ and music library . 
Gibbs added that all the equip-
ment should be in place by Wednes-
day, ''with the exception of office 
furniture.'' 
. COJU!d. 
ICE CREAM SUPERMARKETS 
r-~-------~--~ r------------, I CHOCO.LATE I I . DESSERT. I I NUT . I I SUNDAES : 
1 SUNDAE I I (4 PER BO;K) . I 
I I I BUY 1 BOX I 
I 89¢ I I GET 1 FREE I I Regular $1.25 I I Regular $2. 95/Box I 
L<!.~!.ff!!.2.S!~.2:.!.~.!lJ L(!.~.!.~~2.~~.2:.!.;!llJ 
OPEN 
•678-0637 
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 31 
. ,.. 
HA.LLOWEEN PARTY 
$25 FIRST PRIZE LIVE MUSIC 
BEST COSTUME · · 
$10 PRIZES 
BEST PAIR 
& 
MOST ORIGINAL 
NO COVER WITlt COSTUMES 
OPEN7DAYS 
SUNDAY-WEDNESDAY 11TILL12 
THURSDAY-SATURDAY 11TILL2 · 
Pam Glmson/Fut~re 
WUCF's new control room. · 
•••••••••••••••••••••••• 
• • · ~ FREE e 
e YEARBOOK PHOTO SESSIONS e 
: 10/26- 10/30 9:00-6:30 KNIGHTS DEN : 
• THIS IS YOUR ABSOLUTE LAST CHANCEi U . • 
• • • ••••••••••••• , ••••••••• 
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·.f.ilm. Norman the Armadillo 
-----from page 1 _ 
... ------------------~ 
. Futurejs the only one who chairs a 
committee with a pending donation 
approaching $200,000. He said he 
never contacted the university 
about the film, never protested its 
showing. · . -
- A member of the Cinema Commit-
tee said members were extremely 
concerned · when told that the 
university could lose up to $200,000. 
But according to member Warren 
IN ~6S~NS£ TO ll-\c OEM.A~OS 
oF Tu\S sTR1 PS ~1,-"fut. ~e~~ei<.s 
( e,o\\-\ Of" Tu~ M) "'1E ' ' P~O\lt>L '1 /1 
10-
Merkel, the committee later movie was shown. However 'Mark 
discovered that figure was "a bluff". Glickman, coordinator of · alumni 
Merkel said that after that relations, said he had not been con-
discovery, ''We all agreed that if we tacted . by alumni members 
back down now, where does it stop? protesting the airing. "There has 
We're dealing with a principle of been a lot of misinformation concer-
censorship here.'' Merkel added, ning this issue,'' Glickman said. He 
however, that if a fund as l~rge as added that in another case, an alum-
first · suggested had been in danger nus withheld $1 000 funds because 
"I would hav.e voted against" the : of a brochure p~blished by the art 
movie." department with a nude on the 
Cinema Committee members and front. 
'Future reporters were also told_ that Glickman speculated that recent 
other alumni figures had threatened community objections to Dr. Randy 
to hold back contributions if the Fisher's sexual behavior class may 
MER.E SECONDS BE. FoQ.6 \IC~"iP"tON 
ex<>t..ot:>et>, 8AQ'Y \(~L-EL ~ScAPeC 
FA\..\-IE2 S 1-\0l'o\E-Sull:t Roc.l<"ti .. 
have fueled concern over the airing 
of the X-rated "Cinderella." . 
"The president (Colbourn) was 
worried that, since the university 
had gotten so much adverse reaction 
to the other issues, an X-rated movie 
would only serve to aggravate the 
situation," Glickma:µ said. 
Colbourn appeared before the 
student senate on Tuesday, saying 
the movie might affect future alum-
ni contributions. Colbourn said that 
while he did not personally object to 
the movie being shown, he felt that 
by Dave Mitchell. 
GeEZ/ WRQt.16 SE.C.~eT OR\6l11J., 
'IOIJ STJf'IO cAQ..TOONI ST/ -n-t ' 
f'HIWTOM ~OV~H ON ~OU6HN€C.K5 -
.JUN(jt.G · sA'VIN6 
Cinema Committee members as well 
as the senate should !ealize the 
possible consequences of it being 
aired. 
"I do know from past experiences 
that we have good friends who are 
particularly sensitive to what they 
regard as morally reprehensible,'' 
Colbourn said. "I do not_ believe it 
was anyone's intent to mislead or 
pressure tire students, but to make 
them understand the consequences. 
An ounce of prevention would save a 
lot of pain." · 
FIAT 
DATSUN. 
TOYOTA 
vw 
SUBARU 
SAVE THIS 
r-----1 
I FREE I 
I BRAKE CHECK I 
I WITHAD I 
L~---~J 
THE HAIR ·sn.OP 
Pr.ecision Style.Cut $7 .00 
1058 W. Fairbanks 
Opposite Sinkhole 
for sale 
FREE 
10-month old Keeshound looking for good home, 
meals, & companionship. Outside preferred, not 
housebroken. For more info call 277-3282 or 843· 
2996. 
Applesoft ROM card $100. 
Gemeinhardt flute $100. 
Fender jazz bass $200. 
Call 275-0983. 
·Matching sofa and chair. Good condition. $75. Call 
·after 6:00 PM, 678-9795. 
Camera gear - Yashica TL-Super with 50 mm. Fl.4 
lens. Vivitar series 1 10;210 zoom with macro 
focusing; filters for zoom skylight (1B) ,and 
polarizing; filters & lens for 50 mm., polarjzing, 
skylight, & 2X tele-converter;close-up lenses 1, 2, 
& 3; Vivitar auto flash; mini tripod base ' remote 
release; neck strap; foam filled locking camera 
bag. Value Sl,000, Asking $800. Call 277-9376 
after 6:30 PM. 
Brand new king size waterbed for sale. Stained ~II 
wood pedestal, frame & headboard. "Mattress, 
liner, & heater incl.-ded. $200. Call 678-1158 af-
ter iloon. 
1980 Suzuki GSSSOE, fairing, sissy bar, tour rack, 
Nava helmet, excelleat cond. Asking $1775. 277-
9039 after 6 PM. 
SURPLUSJEEPS,CARS,TRUCKS 
Car-Inv. value $2143 sold for $100. For infor-
mation on purchasing similar bargains, call 602-
941-8014 Ext. 8587. Phone call refundable. 
1977 Honda Civic· 4-speed station wa1oh. 45,000 
miles, good condition, ·lood .ps mileage, AM/FM 
radio, good Michelin tires. $2800. Call after 6 PM, 
671-2589. 
Full Service Salon 
Walk-Ins Welcome 
• ,
SAVE THIS 
10509 E. Colonial Dr. 
(Wien Dixie Center) 
UNION PARK 
MARKETPLACE 
Great j~b for college student! No weekends & no 
nights. Afternoons, clean house & cook for 
working family. Call 830-9347. 
helpwant~d 
OVERSEAS JOBS. Summer, year-round. Europe. S. 
Amer., Australia, Asia. All fields. $500-
$1200/mo. Sightseeing. Free info. Write UC, box 
52-FL-4, Corona del Mar, CA 92625. 
Responsible driver needed to drop off and/or pick 
up my child at school. Corner of 436 and Aloma, 8 
AM/2:15 PM. Home off 17-92 behind Park Good flexible job fot dependable students for a 
Maitland School. Generous gas allowance given. custom cleaning service. Must have car & phone. 
Phone 647-2542 between 6and10 PM. 3.50/4.25 per hr. Call 671-7463 for an interview. 
Need a roommate? Have something to sell? For 
only 50¢ a line, students, faculty, & staff can ad-
vertise in the Marketplace & reach the campus 
market. Ads must be submitted in person & paid 
for at the time of placement. Call 275-2865 or stop · 
by the Business Office before noon the Monday 
before the ad is to be run. 
typists lost ·and found 
EXPERT TYPING: 24 yrs. exp. Full time. Term Lost· blue parakeet; Alafaya/UCF area. Please call 
282-170_, 
Daily 9-5 & Thurs. til 8 
JOBS JOBS JOBS 
All over the nation. Not an agency. Call 602-252· 
0979 oper. 7008. 
PART-TIME LANDSCAPERS NEEDED. Must be 
willing to work hard and be available 2 full days a 
week, sat. optional, exp. preferred. Call 831-
8101. 
· roommatP.S · 
Female needed to share 2-bdrm. 2-full bath apt. 
$220/mo., includes all util. & groc. Available Nov. 
1, possibly before. Call Li!iCI, 277-3879 after 6 PM 
or weekends. -
Roommate wanted - non-smoker to share 2-bdrm. 
apt. near UCF. Call 273-2201between5-7 PM. 
Roommate needed. Male, nonsmoker to share a 
new, 3-bedroom, energy-efficient home in nice 
neighborhood. $165 plus % low utilities. Call Bill, 
678-9984. 
papers, theses, reports, resumes, etc. Correction anytime. Phone 282·6264. Reward. Aloma/436 area. Furn. room. Full use of home, 
of spelling, grammar, punc. and editing included. pool, kitchen, and laundry facility. $150/month. 
Reasonable. Call Bea, 678-1386. 1--------------~--1Call677-0688 . 
• services 
Secretarial solutions: you do the studying & leave 
the typing to me. Longwood, Altamonte, Winter Find out what your IQ is and what your optimum 
park. Call Marlene, 862-4385. capabilities are in life! Take a free IQ test and 
MPROVE YOUR GRADES, FAST ACCURATE . 
rYPING, REASONABLE RATES! 10% DISCOUNT 
WITH AD. Paper supplied, editing if requested. : 
exp., full-time. Kathy's Typing Service. 568-2969. 
Excellence in TYPING helps the appearance and 
the grade! Tenn 11apers, Thesis, Dissertations. 
Materials supplied & editing available. Work done 
personality analysis. Call the Dianetics Center at 
423-8413 for an appointment. 
FREE PREGNANCY TESTING 
Pregnant? Need help? 841-2223 
Free Pap smear and breast exam 
Call for appointment-Counseling for men 
BETA Center, 419 N. Magnolia, Ori. · 
&n£f2oc 
{CJ@Jinic 
•-----------------+on IBM Sel.11-1 mi. from campus. Call Marti 365-
6874 before 7:30 AM or after 5:38 PM. 
ABORTION SERVICES, birth control information, 
pregnancy tests and counseling. VD screening, lo.., 
cost, confidential services. · for~ent 
273-5610 
UNIVERSITY VILLAS 
Furnished & Unfurnished :$235-$260 
2 Poois, Tennis Courts 
On-site bus svc. to UCF & Colonial Mall 
Typing specialist fo;s;.;;.;s & professors. IBM 
& Turabian style. Nancy -851-4489. 
Central Florida Women's 
Health Organization 
609 E. Colonial Dr., Orlando 
898-0921 
Gay Social Services of Central Florida offerin,g 
Typing service available, 11 years experience. legal and medical referral, counseling, hot line 
Close to UCF. Call Denise, 275-6257. with trained members & special activities. For in-
formation call 843-2750. 
Rates too high? Call me! Prof. typist, 16 yrs. ex· 
))erience at low rates; call DAY or EVENINGS 678-
PING - Anything & everything. Very reasonable. 
C~!l IWJi. ~11-59Uer678-7371. 
ABORTION SERVICES, FREE PREGNANCY TEST, 
LOW COST BIRTH CONTROL. Privacy, confiden-
tiality guaranteed. Birth Control Center, Inc., 725 
N. Magnolia Avenue. Available by phone 24 hours 
i day: 422-0606; or toll free 11800) 432-8517. 
PllYSIC: IA MA1 A(:l•:D 
EST ABl.ISllED 1973 
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Abortion: Men, women, children attend rally in supp·~rt; coll,ge·students absent_ 
by Glenn Anderson 
Future staff 
Over 200 people marched through 
do~town Orlando to rally at Lake 
Eola park in favor of a woman's 
right to obtain an abortion. 
The rally was sponsored and 
organized by Freedom of Choice, 
Inc., a coalition of groups including 
the National Organization of 
Women and the North Florida Abor-
tion Rights Action League. 
The crowd at Lake Eola consisted 
largely of women~ although there 
were a few · men present, and many 
children brought by their parents. 
· While the "choicers" ranged in age 
from 6 to 60, college students were 
conspicuously absent. Said Janice 
Compton-Carr, coordinator of the 
North Florida Abortion Rights Ac-
tion League, ''College students 
aren't politically active. It's a shame 
because they're the largest group of 
people affected by. this issue.'' 
four American women have had an the absence of college students, said are certain university ground rules 
abortion and 80 percent of she had tried to schedule talks at that have to be covered." 
Americans are in favor of the right UCF but was prevented from doing 
to choose, critics of abortion are so by campus officials fearful of Colbourn said he had previously 
much more politically active. violating the Trask-Bush Amend- . asked the State Board of Regents if 
If abortion is to remain safe and ment. . campus discussions on abortion 
legal, then free-choice advocates will UCF President Trevor Colbourn · would interfere with provisions of 
have to become politically involved, said he had not heard of that re- the Trask-Bush Amendment. "It 
she said. She challenged anti- quest. · "I don't know where such a was his (BOR chairman) feeling that 
abortion politicians from the plat:. request went. If it were to be any it would not interfere,'' Colboum 
form · by issuing a warning to kind of a conference or such, there said. 
Republican Senator Paula Hawkins: Spec·i·al ·lntervi·ew· 
"enjoy it while you've got it, 
because you're going to be a · one- · • • • , • ~erm senator.,, Rep. Bush voices oppos1t1on to abortion 
President of the Florida chapter of . · 
the National Organization of Rep. Tom Bush, R-Fort Lauderdale is an outspoken critic of abortion who 
Women, Patricia Kennedy, said that spoke before "right~to-lifers" at a prayer breakfast Sunday. Bush is well-
N OW would continue in its known on college campuses for co-authoring an amendment which denies 
"undying support · for a woman's funding to colleges which recognize campus groups advocating premarital 
right to choose." She stated that, sex. Future reporter Glenn Anderson interviewed Bush on the abortion 
aft~r the Equal Rights Amendment, issue: 
the abortion issue is the primary 
concern NOW. She asserted that the 
greatest danger to women's rights 
today is "Moral Majority thinking 
led by Ronald Reagan.'' 
Fut~e: Rep. Bush are you a member of the Right to Life Committee? 
Bush: I'm· on the Board of Advisers of the Br~ward County Right to' I.Jfe 
Committee. . 
Future: What are your personal view~ on abortion? Compton-Carr was one of the 
speakers at the rally, with tough 
words for both state and national 
legislatures. She called for an end to 
the ''ivory tower · thfuking of the 
Florida legislature'' arid 'called on 
people to force lawm_akers to realiie 
that "abortion is an intensely 
private and personal decision.'' 
Compton-Carr said though one-in-
That feeling was echoed by Jen-
nif~r Rodgers who is attempting to 
form a Central Florida chapter of 
N.A.R.A.L. "We have ~n ad-
ministration screaming on one hand 
to get government off our backs, but 
this is a perfect example of. the 
goveniment intruding into family 
decisions.'' Rodgers, who also noted 
Bush: My personal views are the· same as my political views. I cannot 
understand how a woman can achieve sexual liberation by taking . 
the life of her unborn child. I believe that abortion basically is a 
very selfish, self-centered remedy to 'those that think the birth of a 
child-is an inconvenience. I only think it is an inconvenience for nine 
months, after that there are 3 or 4 year waits to adopt children. 
Children are wanted, including black children, including -min9rity 
~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::=;;::::;:;::::=:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;;i: 
:\~: .. ~~EDN::~:;~~~~~:~::::::30 PM :::· 
·· '.\.._.. · •PLACE• 
T . ·.:'\~ ~-' GOLDENROD NAUTILUS · 
· · .. / 7355 ALOMA AVE. 
SIGN UP FOR BRECKENRIDGE COLORADO SKI TRIP 
. MARCH 3-11 
"SPECIAL EARLY BIRD" PRICE: 
BEFORE NOV. l - $403.00 
AFfER NOV. l - $495.00 
::!::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::~:::::::::~:::::::::::~:;: 
-Wanted-
STUDENTS 
•Individuals 
•Couples 
•Groups 
•Composits 
•Weddings 
•Dances & Parties 
•Passports 
.•License · 
•l.D. 
•Color& B/W 
10% DISCOUNT WITH I.D. CARD 
F otographic Services 
1809 East Colonial Drive 896-2050 
. Azeem Hairstylin·g 
The Scientific Approach toa Total Look 
for Men and Women ... Includes Hair Analysis 
OPEN 
9-5 Tues.-Sat. 
Thurs. eve. 
by a ppt. only 
-NQ Gratuities Please ., 
7213 Curry Ford Rd. ·,. 
Orlando 
. 273-13'13 
WEARE HERE 
:@REDl\EN . 
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NEED AUTO INSURANCE?, 
You need to call ... 
THE GOLDEN KNIGHTS . 
Will Kick-Off The 
Homecoming Parade 
With A 
Spectacular Parachuting Performance 
On The 
Engineering Building Green 
November 6 at 11 :20 A.M. 
Join "U.S." for Army Day. 
12 & 13NOVEMBER1981 
Just look aro1;1fid the lawn of.the . 
Engineering·Bldg. for lots of 
"gre~n" peop~e~ with all ty~s of 
green-vehicles.and equi~e·ntl 
898-24$4 
If you're looking for a challenge, 
look t~ Army RO.TC and find out what 
excitement is all about. You'll get the 
mental and physical challenges provided 
by A_rmy ROTC adventure training pro-
grams .... orienteering, survival training, 
white water raft trips, and a lot of other 
sports you've probably never tried before. 
Army ROTC .. .live wi~ a challenge . 
ARMYROT·c · 
LEARN WHAT 
ITT AKES TO LEAD 
For More I nformatiorrContact: 
~. · ; .. ~ MAJOR JAMES U. HORNADAY: 
. · Univei:Sit j<i.of Central Florida 
Orl\lTidQ, Florida 3l8J 6 
,,.. . 
... i. ~«, (; ' 
. Y~ ":-;_ .. · ·:· · "'00S)l1S·24.30-
., . 
, 4' 
·' · ...... 
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ERLANGER 
THE EXCEPTION 
. l~STYLE INSWIT ~E~~~E _ 1 ~ t_ ........ . -······--- ~''-'""" ~~ 
DISCOVER THE CHOCOLATE MINT FLAVOR OF IRISH MOCHA MINT. 
. . 
Available at: BOOKSTORE <O General Foods Corporation 1981. 
Band to play 
in two parades 
by Kathleen Foronda 
News editor 
The UCF marching .band will per-
form in two homecoming parades, 
though objections were made by 
band director Jerry Gardner. 
After meeting with UCF Presi-
dent Trevor Colbourn Wednesday, 
Gardner agreed to the band's 'mar-
ching in an off-campus homecoming 
-parade; Nov. 7, in downtown Winter 
Park. 
Gardner said the other· parade, 
scheduled for Nov. 6 on campus, was 
no problem. He said one objection 
was that transportation costs for 
the off-campus parade were not 
figured into the band's fall - term 
budget. Another problem was that 
the 140-member band will probably 
be short about 20 people in the off. 
campus parade because of already 
.scheduled weekend jobs. 
He added that the Nov. 7 parade 
would take time away from the 
rehearsal· that day, putting a strain 
on band members during the other 
Nov. 7 homecoming performances: 
the Alumni Barbeque and the half-
time show. 
Colbourn said paying the tra:µ-
sportation cost of about $200 ''has 
not been settled yet,'' though he did 
say the university would try to find 
a~sistance ·from outside sources, 
such as the UCF alumni. 
According to Gardner the·meeting · 
with Colbourn could have been 
bypassed, had the chairman of the 
.homecoming committee talked with 
hl~ . 
Carol Roy, homecoming. commit-
tee chairman, said other committee 
,members had communicated with 
Gardner. When she heard the band 
might not want to march in .the com-
munity parade, she said she 
thought: · "It's not unusual. We 
could get other bands.~' However, 
she continued that ''other people 
were beginning to ask, why not our 
own band." 
Roy said that if she and Gardner 
had talked about the situation 
without Colbourn, and if students 
questioned the band's absence in the 
parade, she "probably would have 
gone to someone higher up. You 
have to admit that the president is 
the one to get things done, and I'm 
not blaming Mr. Gardner at all." 
One can have everything else and miss this 
right relationship with God. There is more to 
human life· than a stomach to stuff, a body to 
clothe, and a mind to fill . He said, "What 
profit is it to us, if we get everything in the 
world and lose our soul. " (Matthew. 16:26) 
Those who belong to H im are free. They are 
free to sa y " No" to things that hurt self an.cl 
others. They are free to say "Yes" to His will . 
Let us share Jesus w ith you 
this sunday at 
The First Baptist Church 
of Oviedo 
FfVE MILES NORTH OF UCF 
ON ALAF.A YA TRAIL 
8:30 AM, 11 :00 AM, 7:00 PM 
DR. WILLIAM R. MARR, PASfOR 
STAN TILLMAN, MINISTER OF YOUTH 
AND EDUCATION 
-Professor's art 
adorns airport 
by Nancy Schultz 
Future staff 
International ·and returning visitors are now 
welcomed to the Orlando International Airport 
by the vivid artwork of Steven Lotz, UCF art pro-
fessor. 
His three acrylic paintings located at the right 
of the main terminal by the people mover 
dramat~cally display the beauty and lushness of 
Florida's environment. Titled · "Florida Dream 
Triptych" and conceived as a cohesive design, the-
three canvases are each 8~ feet by 19 feet, stret-
ching 57 feet along the wall of the new terminal. 
' 'I was contacted by the chairperson of the Arts 
Selection Commi5tee about the airport commis-
sion in December 1980, before I left for our ex-
change program in Scotland,'' Lotz said. ''The . 
commission was confirmed in April while I was at 
the Edinburgh College of Art.'' 
. .• r.;1" 
,. 
'!""•' . . . 
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Lotz's (inset) "Florida Dream Triptych" at Orlando International AirP.ort. Mlk~ Bra.ch!Futur~ 
While he was in Scotland his work was "My work has been shown locally and in the 
.. t>,r~ IMAbb IPRBDTI . 
· i~----. ~ . CHILD CARE CENTER· 
7408 ALOMA AVENUE 
1 'A Miles East of 436 
.. ..,., 6 am to 7 pm Mon. - Fri 
FINEST CARE AT THE LOWEST PRICES 
"CARING IS OUR BUSINESS" 
INTRODUCTORY SPECIALS FOR NEW CUSTOMERS 
FREE REGISTRATION (815 VALUE) WITH THIS AD 
Winter Park Art Festival, but I don't feel my art 
lends itself well to sidewalk festivals," Lotz said. 
"I do feel the site selected for the 'Florida Dream 
Triptych'· is the best location for it, at the air- · 
port." 
HOURS 
MON.-SAT. •-9PM 
SUNDAY 9AM-6PM 
GOLDENROD ICA 
UCF STUDENTS* BEER STORE 
IN BELMONT PWA 
t MILE S. 01 UNIVERISTY BlVD. 
ON tS-A 
KEGS OF BEER t2.oo OVER COST 
1-9 Kegs Purchase•/*2.00 Over Stire Cost 
10-UP Kegs Purchase•/$1.00 Over Store Cost 
*10.00 Deposit Per Keg 
$15.00 Deposit Per Tap 
Cost Based On Dlstrihuto~s Price To S~re Al Of Dellfery · 
All Beer Sold For Cash Only-No Chee~ Please! . 
Notice Required Before 10~AM Friday For Weekend 
---------------------~-------r~--~--------------~---~-----~-1 . I I . . I I Flex Conditioners ! I Vidal Sassoon Shampoo I 
I $1 79 ~ I I \•~· ''• I I ~e, • ~:4' I I \\~\\ *1. 49 l"J .7ll4, I 
I I I . ~,, . I I No Umitsl I t6oZ. Sizes COUPONS c:io~ 'Till 11/6/81 I t---------------------·UMIT 1 W/COUPON & 115 OR .MORE PURCHASE PlEME--------------~-----1 I . EXClUDIN
1
C SflE ITEMS · · I 
I Miller Beer 11 Ton(s Hamhurger, Pepperoni, or Sausage I 
1 
,;__ .. ~• · 6 Pack Bottles f ._ 1 1 ~·"'• t4oz. ·Size f,. · iI ~ • 1~ .7q4, ,• I ,,., ~. ~.,,&. 11 
I \\J'" ~Sf .I I \\'!J' p• 59 • .,_,, ... I I *1.29 . I I 1zza ¢ . . I 
L-----------------------------J L~---------------------------~J 
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Homecoming Week Begins 
Pablo Cruise/Gary U.S. 
Bonds concert in the gym, 
November 1. 
TRICK 
OR 
TREAT 
START 
HERE 
-+ .... .... 
Haunted Hotel 
thru Halloween 
$2 ... Centra• Ave. 
HALLOWEEN II 
opens 10/30, 
Park East/West 
Theatre, Winter 
Park 
KNIOHTLIFE 
UCF ROAD RALLY 
11 a.m., October 24 
Page9 
call Student Center 275-2611 
l 
"Dark of the 
Moon'' -Eustis 
Oct. 22·25~ 
· $2.50 tickets 
(904) 357.7777 
~ 
.......................... ~ 
·or, how to suntife until 
Homecoming week i .......................... .. > 
-f 
Midnight . 
Dubsdread 
Costume ball 
$6.50 tickets 
9 p.m. to 2 a.m. 
Oct. 31. 
Madness 
IFC-Panhellenic 
party, Oct. 31. 
MONSTER MASH 
UCF Marketing Association 
presents a dance at Park 
Ave. disco. 
Thursday, Oct. 29 
~Jh 
. ~v 
> 
... 
G: 
c 
a. 
Hey, kids. Rememher all those 
great hoard games like 'Risk' 
and 'Clue'? h fakes more 
time and money to stay enter-
tained these days, doesn't it? 
'Knightlife' doesn't fake dice or 
play money, hut thanks to 1om'e 
great campus diseounfs, almost 
anyone can do something special 
for Halloween. 
THE FOG 
8:30 p.m. SCA 
Oct.23 and 25 
Faust 
Orlando Opera Co. 
Oct. 30th and 
Nov. 1. Call 423· 
9527. 
Welcome to My 
Nightmare 
:a 
"' > ,.
,. 
"' o( 
cosmic concert at 
John Young Planet-
arium, weekends at 
11 p.m. through 
Halloween. 
''Elephant Man'' 
Seminole Comm. 
College. Oct. 28· 
31. 8 p.m., Nov. 
1, 2 p.m. 
323-1450 
$1.50 
"Frankenstein" 
Theatre on Park 
$6 (see review, 
page 10. 
''Little Mary Sunshine'' 
UCF Theatre Dept. 
free w/ID. ·oct. 29-31, 
Nov. 5-7 and Nov. 13·14. 
New films: from the sublimne to the absurd 
The French Lieutenant's Woman 
by Lee Elliott 
Entertainment editor 
John Fowles is one of those superb 
writers who, it seemed, would never 
see one of his novels satisfactorily 
translated to the screen. 
"The Collector" had good perfor-
mances by Samantha Eggar and 
Terence Stamp, but little else to 
recommend it. "The Magus" had 
stilted acting by Michael Caine, An-
thony Quinn and Candace Bergen, 
compounded by a fatuous script (by 
Fowles) that never matched the 
mystery of the book. 
Finally, Fowles has been served 
well on the screen. It took ten years 
from novel to film, and playwright 
Harold Pinter, but the results are 
stunning. 
"The French Lieutenant's 
Woman" is nicely conceived of as a 
film-within-a-film. Meryl Streep and 
Jeremy Irons play dual roles as the 
Victorians and modern actors tangl-
ed in an insoluble lovers' knot. It . 
has gr~at subtlety, so much, that 
one may be initially c~nfused by the 
segues ·from past to present and 
back again. 
Streep is haunting as Sarah 
Woodruff, the wronged and willful 
outcast; .and is cool and evasive as 
the actress Anna. Irons was well 
chosen for the difficult roles of 
Charles Smithson and Michael. His 
Victorian aristocrat is so hard-boiled 
and proper on the outside th~t he 
cannot bring himself to. touch and 
comfort distraught Sarah, yet . he 
later succumbs to het: obvious pas-
sion for him. 
Contemporary films have steeled 
audiences against such lushness and 
intrigue-violins play Mozart as the 
lovers lose themselves in their well-
bred desire. It should have been 
Woman, p. 12 
Caligula 
by. Larry Thompson 
Future staff 
''Caligula,'' the Bob Guccione and 
Penthouse Films International 
release that caused such controver-
sy at its premiere in New York, is 
not a horror movie. No, it is a horri-
ble movie. . 
Originally an X-rated production, 
this R-rated version is nothing more 
than a pandering sex and violence 
film in the guise of a history lesson. 
se't in pagan Rome from 37 to 41 
A.D., the film traces the rise to 
power of Caligula, adopted heir-
apparent of Tiberius Caesar, and his 
lust for god status. 
Malcolm McDowell stars as the 
impish ruler who can never seem to 
get enough attention so he starts 
making new laws that eventually 
lead to his destruction. 
Peter O'Toole app_ear~_.as ~he a~-
ing and depraved Tiberius in 
possibly his worst film role ~ver. 
His dime storemake-up seems to be 
melting on his face throughout ·his 
entire appearance and his diatribes 
against the state are confusing and 
often boring. 
The plot attempts to sho.w the 
mental decay of Caligula as he 
becomes obsessed with power. "I 
am a god . . Or at least I will be when 
I'm dead," he proclaims. 
In the senate, h~ proclaims 
himseif a god and establishes an 
"imperial brothel" where the 
senators wives can be bought for 
five gold pieces. If that's not 
enough, he sets out to conquer Bri-
tain by sending the army into the sea 
to hack down papyrus reeds. 
The fine camera work and rich col-
o~s only make more obvi~~s the 
Caligula, p. 12 
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'utHe Mary Slnsl*le' 
Ready to open at UCF 
The labor of a sculptor, musician, painter or 
even a welder or constructibn worker is obvious. 
The end product i~ a testimonial to hours <:>f prac- . 
tice and tediou·s perfecting of one's craft. I Pity the actor. No one works harder to .conceal 
, his effort than the performer. If he is succ~ssful, 
bis labor is hidden, and his words and· motions 
come to us fresh and spontaneous. If he is good, 
what he's doing looks ~sy. And for the live per-
former, the end result of that work is gone as soon 
'lS the clirtain comes down. 
What really happens behind the sets and on the 
rehearsal stage?· Who knows what panic lurks in 
the hearts of ... ? The Future knows. So-µnd and 
Vision sent a ringer to audition for "Little Mary 
Sunshine;" ·the operetta spoof opening October 
.29th. 
"Get in there· and come back with the goods. 
What happens at an audition? Consider yourse~f 
, George Plimpton or Hunter Thompson and bring 
· back a first-person- account. Oh, and good luck,'' 
we told our reporter. 
.. Mike Brach/Future 
, confiicts with their joQs, but it seems to be going 
smoothly. . 
With this shortage of girls, Frances made do : 
with what she has and got two men to take the 
·parts of Cora and Blanch. 
At one puint, Frances stopped us and said, 
"Girls, the guys are the only ones who 'ue manag-
ed to stay in character!" 
Second week 
! We're starting to get everything 
·together-music, dance, acting. Characteriza- . 
tions are getting there. . 
There·'s been a change in casting. One girl has 
mono, so she dropped. Little Mary has been do-
ing "My Fair Lady, " so others ha11e been taking 
her place. One guy was so funny in the Mary role 
that someone said, "We've already got aMary--
ijust throw a wig on him. " 
Third week 
I never thought I'd get that cold that's almost 
! wiped out the cast, but I did, and I feel terri-
ble .... We have a new Mary Sunshine. The other 
one injured herself or something. 
For the past two weeks, I've been singing and 
'dancing without a partner. I feel like I'm working 
with "H_arvey" or somethi"ng. . 
She went. She auditioned. She got the part. 
: We haven't seen much of her since then. Nor Holly Hill (Mary Sunshine) and Terrel 
' have her parents and friends. She and the rest of · Given·(Billy Jester) rehearsing. 
We 're trying out the props now. Some of them 
·are a little dangerous. Yellow Feather threw his 
·knife the wrong way an:d it hit a first-row chair . . 
the cast disappear into the Science Auditorium 
almost every night and· stay late. She looks pre- Everyone seems bright and eager. We read 
" h through the script. The leads aren't 
"There goes the little old lady," someone yelled. 
When I was trying out the swing last night, I felt 
the rope slowly giving way ... 
occupied, talks more loudly ("Projecting, . s e there-Frances (Johnson, the director) says they 
says.) and goes it~.to a song-and-dance routine at , b ~ h 'l 1 th , tt'll w;th wont e 1or a w z. e- guess ey re s ... the drop of a hint. ll This week 
What on earth .. makes a normal human being other shows .... ! found the cast to be very we -
. forsake all else and turn into a performer? Why suited to their parts, and we have the potential for 
Just about everyone is sick, but we still have to 
.rehearse. Every night, it's been nothing but sing, 
dance, act-or all three. I figured out that we've 
put in 120 ho14rs of work already. : put all. that effort into a characterization that has ·putting on a very goqd show. . (W ll hr A week 'later .. : the life ·expectancy of a Mayfly? e ' t ee We've· completed blocking for Act I and 
weeks.) And what goes on night after night? 
Here are ex~erpts from our reporter's journal: everyone knows their parts pretty welL Quite a 
First night of rehearsals. (read-through) few people have been out either du.e to illness or 
It usually looks this way before ope7Jing night, 
then somehow it all works out. "What is it that 
we 're living for? . Applause, applause ... " 
'Frankenstein'- real horrorshow 
by Lee Elliott 
Entert•lnment Editor 
Theatre on Park has devised a fiendish entertainment guarant~d to keep . 
. you in sti~ches. "Frankenstein'' is almost frighteningly funny, wildly 
original and completely gripping. 
The play was adapted from Mary Shelley's novel by director William 
Cross and the cast. Camping up the classic horror novel took a brave hand 
after what looked like the definitive mad scientist comedy, "Young 
Frankenstein." But it in no way resembles the film. It's better. 
Ralph Petillo is perfect as the guilt-ridden, vacillating Victor Frankens-
tein. Early in the play, he leapfrogs onto the settee, rolls his eyes and · 
threatens ~or promises) "You would think me MAD!" And we do. The au-
dience is his. 
John McCombs, as Victor's more-than-close friend, Henry Clerval,· is a 
splendid walking caricature. He resembles a Jules Feiffer line drawing, or 
Rene Auberjonois in a really meaty character role. When vacuous, amoral 
Henry frowns, his forehead crinkles up like it's been plowed; when he smiles, 
you imagine cherub's wings sprouting absurdly ~.rom his back. 
Equally well-cast ate Doreen Weese as Victor's adoring mother, Harry 
Mielke as Ernest flessler and Erika Jaskiewicz as the insipid bride of the 
good doctor. 
Donna Charles might have been better as the hysterical servant Sophie, 
but appears to have been foiled by logistics. It would be difficult to carry off 
the script's high-handed hysteria under the best conditions. With TOP's in-
timate stage and surroundings, one has time to get more than bored with 
her as she shrieks her way off the stage and down the corridor to the lobby. 
But the creature is definitely the star here. William Griffith, 'in truly as-
tounding_ make-up and the tallest pair of stacked wedgies in the world, 
makes an unforgettable entrance from the laboratory (His. frantic exit onto 
sedate Park A venue must be equally memorable to late-night strollers). 
"Walk. Walk-like this," urges Henry, doing a quick Yellow Pages 
routine with his fingers. The creature looks perplexed, then his wide red 
slash of a mouth crumples into a smile as he walks, too-with his fingers. 
That one-eyed, awry, ugly mug can make you laugh until you cry. But". 
seconds later, he tenderly strokes· a wedding veil and breaks your heart. 
"Frankenstein" is a production to be seen more than once. Unfortunately, ,_ 
it ends Oct. 31. T~s refreshing alternative to films is staged nightly excep~~· 
Mondays at 8:15 p.m. For those who have never been to Theatre on Park, 
there's never been a ·better time to try it out. 
Tickets are available at a discount $6 at Centralized Services on campus. 
Rodgers Be Hammerstein · still a good _e~tertainment· bet 
by Mark Schledom 
Future staff 
Rodgers and Hammerstein's ''Carousel,'' the romantic musical set in the 
19th century, has come to life at Orlando's Once Upon a Stage dinner 
theater. 
The successfully proven screenplay is enhanced by the charm and impec-
cable timing of the cast: . · 
"Carousel" is the sentimental story of Billy Bigelow (Arthur Hungaski) a 
ladies-man carnival barker who is in constant trouble. He falls in love with 
Julie Jordan (Joanne Scott) a virtuous .mill-worker. Julie is convinced that 
love will overcome all of Billy's shortcomings so she marries him. 
The couple is pulled in opposite directions by a difference in lifestyles un-
til Billy considers returning to the low-life surroundings of the carnival. 
Julie becomes pregnant, and in an effort to provide the soon to be born 
child with the best life can offer, Billy allows himself to be talked into C?m· 
mitting a robbery. . . 
During the robbery he is killed and an angel grants him a chance to return 
to earth for a day to atone, for his sinful life. 
Hungaski is good in the part of Billy and Scott is adequate as Julle but 
the real star of "Carousel" is Elizabeth Harris. 
Harris plays Julie's best friend. Carrie Pepperidge, the scatterbrained, 
super-sensitive' small-town woman. She intermittently amuses the audience 
with her bossiness and warms them with her sentimental charm. 
Steve Shaw plays Carrie's straight-laced husband Enoch Sno~ who is 
constantly shocked by the wicked world around him. His off-beat man-
nerisms and donkey-like laugh provide excellent comic relief. 
Though it is not a major role, Tom Miller must be applauded for his snake-
like presence as the surly fast-talking trouble maker, Jigger Craigin. 
The music of "Carousel" includes such memorable tunes as the bouncy 
"June is Bustin' Out All Over" and the heart-warming "You'll Never Walk 
Alone.'' . 
The combination of lively writing and a very professional cast makes 
''Carousel'' the musical to see in the Orlando area. 
Tickets at a student discount are available through Centralized Services, 
(X2191), $14 for dinner and a show. 
.I' 
• 
ltl~C .. 
Ye Olde Book Sale, sponsored 
by the Friends of the Library, will 
be at the Winter Park Mall Nov. 
5, 6, and 7. Almost 25,000 
volumes will be sold at bargain 
prices. Hours are 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. 
Thrusday and Friday, and 9 a.m. 
to noon Saturday. 
The Cultural Events Commit-
tee is looking for input on plann-
ing (you guessed it) cultural 
events on campus. Meetings are 
every Wednesday at 3 p.m. in SC 
205. . Everyone is invited to at-
tend. 
Frank Zappa thought of it 
first-adding the dulcet tones of 
the vacuum cleaner to music-
but the UCF band is trying it 
anyway. In addition to three, 
count 'em, three vacuums, a hum-
ming floor polisher and the ker-
pow of rifles will enliven their . 
''domestic concerto'' October 
30th. More than 200 musicians 
and guest soloists will perform at 
the 8 p.m. benefit, in a program 
that ranges from jazz to pops to 
traditional numbers. Tickets are 
$5, with proceeds going to the· 
band uniform fund. Please at-
tend, or they'll be at your door 
·selling band candy · next. Call 
275-2867 from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. 
Noel Paul Stookey--formerly of 
Peter, Paul and Mary-will appear 
with the Bodyworks Band at the 
·First Presbyterian Church of 
OrlandQ- on Saturday, Oct. 24. 
For ticket info: 423-3441. 
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The Ninth Annual Psychic Fair 
will be held by the Spiritual Tem-
ple of Truth on Saturday, Oct. 31, 
from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. at 805 
Virginia Drive. Mini-readings 
and refreshments will be 
available. No bingo? Contact 
Rev. Ruth Callin for more info. 
Non-psychics .try using the 
phone, 644-4654. 
The Audubon String Quartet 
will perform in the Music Rehear-
sal Hall on Sunday, Nov. 1at3:30 
p.m. The highly acclaimed, 
award-winning quartet is con-
sidered one of the best groups per-
forming today. The show is free 
and open to everyone. · 
Laser-light amplification by 
stimulated emission ·of radia-
tion-light is the subject of a 
four-day conference at the Hyatt 
Orlando (Oct. 26-30th). More 
than 1,000 scientists . from 
Europe, China, the USSR and 
America will be on hand for the 
Optical Society of America · 
meeting. The public is invited to 
see the more than 100 exhibits 
and demonstrations of the "light 
fantastic.'' 
"Southern Exposures" is a con-
temporary view of regional 
Southern photographers. Pic-
tured is the art of Richard 
Williams, a former UCF student 
and instructor. The Gallery is 
·open in FA 305 from 8:30 a.m. to 
4:30 p.m. Monday thru Thursday. 
... ............. . 
"Fnends Sharing Creativity" is 
the theme of the Biennial Con-
ference of the Florida chapter of 
the National League of American 
Pen Women. The conference will 
be held at the Langford Hotel in 
Winter Park on November 6, 7, 
and 8. UCF instructor Wyatt 
Wyatt will hold a Writers 
Workshop, one of many creative 
workshops ~t the conference. 
Author Sloan Wilson · will speak 
at the Saturday banquet. For 
more info, call Cordel Treece at 
"834-5563. 
The UCF Community Sym-
. phony Orchestra will open its con-
cert season With music by Berns-
tein, Dvorak and Schubert in the 
SC auditorium on Sunday, Oct. 
25th, at 3 p.m. The orchestra is 
I comprised of UCF students and 
community members. The con-
cert is free and open to the public. 
The brass and woodwind choirs 
from Valencia are holding their 
own. Free concert, that is. The 
program, "Bach's Lunch," will be 
at the Cathedral of St. Luke at 
i3o N. Magnolia Ave. at 12:05 
p.m. on Oct. 29th. Following the 
· concert, lunch (box?) will be 
available at a "-nominal sum" in 
the Great Hall. 
There are art shows and 
festivals of all kinds, but only 
Pine Castle Center for the Arts 
has Pioneer Days, the Folk 
Festival. The two-day (Oct. 24 
and 25th) extravaganza includes 
exhibits, folk arts and crafts · 
demonstrations, folk music 
(Budapest String. Band, Jim 
Coston's banjo picking, Mt. Zion 
Youth Choir, dulcimer playing 
and diddley bow playing), food, a 
street dance, a parade, a costume 
contest, a bake-off, a sailing 
rega't ta, games and bazaar 
booths. For information on 
.registration for the regatta or any 
other functio!}, .call Suzanne 
Nicola at Pine Castle .Center for 
the Arts, 855-7461. Admission is 
free to children, $1 for adults 
(good for both fe_stival days.) 
The Twyla Tharp Dance Foun-
datioJL will perform at Bob Carr , 
on Sunday, Nov. 8 at 8 p.m. 
Tharp, best known here for her 
choreography in the film "Hair," 
is well known for her TV and 
Broadway dance creat~<?ns. 
. In far-off but ·exotic Eustis 
(check the map), the Bay Street 
Players are presenting "Dark of 
the Moon," the haunting legend 
of · Barbara Allen and the witch-
boy. Opening night features a 
free champagne punch party with 
. the cast at no extra cost. The run 
of the play is Oct. 22-25 at 8:30 
p.m. (Sunday at 2:.30) at the 
downtown State Theatre. Tickets 
·are $2.50 for students, $4 general 
admission, $4.50 for reserved 
seats. The 24-hour reservation 
and infc;>rmation phone is (904) . 
357-7777. 
Say Hello To The New Kid 
On Campus. ·SunBank 24. 
We're sending our automated teller to college. . 
And we hope you'll give it a ·warm welcome. we· don't 
expect SunBank 24 to make the Dean's List even though 
it speaks both English and Spanish and is very good with 
figures. But we do think O\ll automated teller will be very-
popular with UCF students, faculty and staff. 
!!IHI 
SunBank 24 will be taking up residence on the grassy 
triangle south of the Classroom Building, ·so you'll 
never·have to leave campus to do your banking. You 
can use SunBank 24 to get cash, make deposits and 
payments, transfer funds and get account balances. 
Press a few butto:nS and your banking is done, 
leaving you time for' more important activities I I lc=I-
Member FDIC 
© 1981 Sun Banks of Florida, Inc. 
(like. studying, eating pizza and meeting members 
. of the opposite sex). And like .many students, 
SunBank 24 never sleeps. You can bank when you 
. want to - 24 hours a day, seven days a week . 
. . 
When you're avvay from campus, you'll find 
over 30 convenient SunBank 24 locations in the 
tri-county area that let you per1orm the same banking 
transactions our on-campus automat~d teller offers. And 
when you're traveling, you can get cash in 
a hurry at over 100 SunBank 24 
locations statewide. So visit your 
nearest Sun Bank today and a5k 
for your SunBank 24 card, free 
with your checking account. 
Swi Banlt, N.A 
Sun Ban 
Woman, from p. 9 -------
·laughable, but it isn't. 
Viewers who were caught up in 
"Tess" will appreciate. the strength 
of Sarah Woodruff and her manner 
of coping with a society as 
hypocritical as it was condemning. 
This is no ordinary film, and it .is a 
pity that the advertisements seem 
torn between hyping it as a Gothic 
romance and a two hour roll in the . 
hay. 
This film is quiet and low-key, 
with spectacular imagery and im-
plications that will linger in the 
mind for long afterward. 
If you love good writing and good 
cinema,_ "The French Lieutenant's 
Woman" is an intriguing, pro-
vocative and very tasteful example 
of both arts. 
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Caligula , from p. 9 
spec,ial effects such as the freak in a role he seems almost embarass-
show, where three-headed women ed to play. Sir John is lucky, 
and four-handed men stand in though, and gets out of the movie 
tasteless display1 as well as a papier early by committing suicide in a 
mache',, stomach on Caligula's steaming bathtub. 
"pregnant" wife, and the gallons of John Steiner is the shifty-eyed 
artificial blood that flow all over the Longinus who later helps plot the 
screen. assassination of Caligula. His 
Of course there is a bountiful s~p- heavy make-up and chic wardrobe 
ply of nubile women and well- provide unintentional comic relief. 
muscled men ·who cavort about in The scenes at the palace of orgies, 
various stages of undress, including rampant with homosexual and in-
two former Penthouse Pets of the cestuous· fondling, and gruesome 
Y~&!· · · mutilations only serve to bring the 
One must credit Malc6lm level of this movie down to that of 
McDowell with the desire to at least disgusting intolerance. 
appear interested in. his role. His :Sadly butchered editing totally 
blue eyes are always fixed in a wide disrupts what shred of continuity 
stare as if to say ''Am I really in this may have existed and · leaves the 
movie?" · viewer wondering, "What did they 
John Gielgud appears briefly as cut out? It couldn't have been much 
Nerva, the aged adViser to Tiberius, worse that what they left in." 
AMERICAN WHISKEY 
A BLEND 
'SJ#wk4o/ ~~ ~ 
4~ ;,d_/J-1~ 
~ a tJtoce o/ ~H«JJ 
~e(Ji~@fl@~ 
llE•D!o' aomrn UNDER U.S.GOYERNMEMT svP£llYISlll 
~llD..11\AY,~~~~.~~i:.~:,~~~~!Q MLl!l.IROll'•"" 
SEAGRAM DISTILLERS CO .. N.Y.C. AMERICAN WHISKEY-A BLEND. 80 PROOF SEE\ ·P ·~~ -~p •qE·0 .-.:-Ev~0· s r - .. , '.r.r" "~""' "'·'" o· 
erardi's pick 
Triumph is a three-piece rock band 
that lias persevered in the fickle 
recording industry. The band should 
fi_nd a more than modest success 
with Allied- Forces, . their latest 
album. 
Triumph is a product of the 70's 'a 
cross between Uria Heep and Led 
Zeppelin. Their sound is raw and 
energetic. The production of the LP 
is basic, letting the energy of the 
band show through. 
The album contains 9 tracks. Five 
of the 9 tracks can be considered 
good rock tunes; the rest- are 
throwaways: Allied Forces has some 
tremendo_us songs, .. hut is inconsis-
tent, shifting from close to state-of-
the-art rock to mediocre. 
The album is youth-oriented. It 
deals with subjects such as young 
lust, Saturday night specials, 
broken love, the power of music and 
· the rise of the "ordinary man" . 
against the establishment. 
The strength of Allied Forces is i~ 
its lyrics. The words conjure up con-
cise images in the mind. In Fool For 
Your Love, the band sings "your 
love is vicious, slightly malicious, 
coiled like a snake in your heart.,,. A 
bit pretentious perhaps, but still 
great stuff. 
Stand-out cuts are Fool For Your 
Love, Magic Power, Hot Time, 
Fight the Good Fight, and Ordinary 
Man. 
Forces can be summed up in four 
lines from Magic Power: 
"The world is full of compromise, 
the infinite red tape, but the music's 
got the magic, it's your .one .chance 
for escape-so tum me on-tum me 
· '.ip-it's your tum to dream-a little 
mq,gic- power makes it better than it 
seems." 
Paul Gerardi: music director at 
WU CF-FM 
·~--..;_..; ____ ., 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Pizza palace I 
I 
4908 Lake-Underhill Drive I 
211-a4s2: I 
Orlando, Florida 32807 I 
(S. Conway Exit of the E/W Expressway) I I COME DINE WITH us I 
I AND RECEIVE A I 
I 103 DISCOUNT ON I I ALL FOOD PURCHASES I 
I (WITH COUPON) I 
I NOT IN CONJUNCTION I 
WITH ANY SPECIALS I . I 
-MONDAY NIGHTS-
Chicken Cacciatore $3.25 
9-12 35¢ Draft 
$3.00 Any Pitcher 
(Lounge Only) 
Enjoy Your Favorite.Cocktail 
- In Our Lounge 
BOOK YOUR NEXT PARTY 
AT JOHNNY'S & RECEIVE 
HAPPY HOUR PRICES 
FREE PRIVATE ROOM 
SPECIAL MEAL RA TES 
BANQUET FACILITIES FOR 95 
CAMPUS GROUPS WELCOME 
... ________ ... ____ ... 
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COMMA.ND24 
<HERE NOW 
Start the year right. Take Command of your future, your life; 
and your money. The first two ·are up to you, but Com Banks . 
can help with the third .. . _your money. 
Combanks' Command 24 card puts you in command of your 
money 24 hours a day, seven days a week. You can make a 
deposit br withdrawal at any convenient ComBank location . 
. . ,,·_. You can even verify your checking account balance. 
. ,co/}!Banks is a full serviqe bank that can help you with your 
. · , : /i~ancial needs. Chec,king and Savings accounts.· Loans. 
· : ... · ... safe Deposit boxes. Ahd more. Visit your nearby ComBank 
_, \, ·:~~~~::;·. ,; , . location today. ·1sn't it time for you to take command? 
)"~~·~~.:::.. ~ .. .-~ . 
West.of 
Administration Building, 
adjacent to the 
parking lot. 
Com . 
Bank 
Member FDIC 
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Homecoming 1981: Meet the Candidates 
Debbie Bootes 
sponsor-Pi Kappa Alpha -fraternity 
Debbie is a junior majoring in 
Psychology. She is a member ·of 
Delta Delta- Delta sorority and Pi 
Kappa Alpha fraternity. She is a 
peer adviser and a member of the 
Psychology Club. · 
Debbie Shumate 
sponsor-Alpha Chi Omega sorority 
Debbie is a sophomore majoring in 
Elementary Education. She served, 
on the 1981 Orientation Team and is 
a member of Alpha Chi Omega 
sorority and Sigma Alpha Epsilon 
traternity. . _ 
Ray Gates . 
sponsor-Pi Beta Phi sorority 
Ray is a. senior majoring in 
Political Science, Pre·Law. He is a 
meinber of Pi Beta Phi sorority, 
Sigma ·Chi fraternity, Junior Inter-
Fraternity council and the Political 
Science Union. He is the public rela-
tions director for SG-
Margie Johnson 
sponsor-Tau Kappa Epsilon 
Margie is a junior majoring in 
Film. She is a member of Delta 
Delta Delta sorority, · Order of 
Omega honorary fraternity, Tau· 
Kappa Epsilon fraternity and the 
President's Leadership Council. 
Dan Kittinger 
Sponser-Alpha Delta Pi _sorority 
Dan is a senior majoring in Liberal 
Studies. he is the current president 
of Tau Kappa Epsilon fraternity, a 
member of Alpha Delta Pi sorority, 
the College Republicans and the 
Inter-Fr~ternity Council. 
1$'TAI! Tl!EK ,/ AUGll /N o1BBtJTT C ttJ$'[ElltJ 
1BOB lltJPE I W.4tJ()N Tl!JJ.!N I .J.4N£f tJ.41!NEI! 
1tJUN$'N()KE I !Wfl /GllT ?()NE I l?/(11.41!{) BtJtJNE 
, eANNON ., PON 1?1eK1 u , .J()llNNr eAl!$'tJN 
1N/Kl'JN 1GE!~NAl!T dltJtJANf llEl!OE~ 
141J/PIE llAWN I BEATIU I{){(/( VAN fJYKE 
1W.t FIE/{)~ 1~ARRY PAY/~ 11!tJNA/P.REMAN 
'./MK BENNY I l!EfJ ~KE/TON I 8()1?1~ KAR/()H 
,,., NEJIR I()/{) MOY/U dl!A?Y ttJMMEl!t/AU' 
l:tltJ, v111:11;w"1tJ@i;l#•l~;tiJ;EW 1 11,,r t11;tt111:11q 
THE SCENES THEY WOULDN'T 
DARE SHOW ON TELEVISION! 
Beth McCormick 
sponsor-Alpha Delta Pi sorority 
Beth is a senior majoring in Allied 
Legal Services. She is currently the 
president and a charter member of 
Alpha Delta Pi, and a member 
of Tau Kappa Epsilon fraternity. 
Marcos Marchena 
sponsor-Zeta Tau Alpha 
Marcos is a senior majoring in 
Political Science and a · member of 
Zeta Tau Alpha sorority, Lambda 
Chi Alpha fraternity and the U.S. 
Student Association. He was stu~ 
dent body vice president in 1980-81. 
"Pilot The 
=rhold 
onfowith 
1wo hands~ 
-Rodney Donger1ield 
"Get your claws off my 
Pilot pen. See ... I don't 
get no respecft" 
,., 
"People hove ... , 
a hunger for 
my Pilot Fineliner be-
cause they're always 
fishing for a fine point pen 
!hot writes through corbons. And 
Piiot charges only 79c for If. 
People get their hands on it and 
Cindy Roberts 
sponsor-Lambda Chi Alpha 
Cindy is a junior majoring in 
Organizational Communications. 
She is a Zeta . Tau ' Alpha pledge and 
a Lambda Chi Alpha little sister. 
She i~ a peer adviser, a member of 
Omicron Delta Kappa National 
Honor Society and· President's 
Leadership Council. 
Mark Bateman 
sponsor-cheerleaders 
Mark is a senior maJonng in 
Finance. He is a member of Pi Kap-
pa Alpha fraternity, Peer Advise-
ment and the fresident's Leader-
ship Council. Mark is the co-captain 
of the UCF Cheerleaders. 
Stan Storer 
sponsor-Sigma Alpha Epsilon 
Stan is a senior majoring in 
Marketing. He is a Jll,ember of 
Sigma Alpha: Epsilon fraternity, 
Peer Advisement, Orientation 
Team, UCF Marketing Association. 
He is the vice president of Omicron 
Delta Kappa. 
forget irs my pen. So I don't get no respect! I don't make out any better 
with my Pilot Razor Point. It writes whip-cream smooth ....,- ' 
with an extra fine line, its metal collar helps keep . . , "'"'"~ 
the point from going squish-so people .... 
love It. For only 89c lhey 
should buy their own pen-
and show some re-
specr for my . rr ., 
property." Lf»ILOIJ 
fine point marter pens 
People take to a Pilot like ifs their own. 
.. 
·~ 
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Bush---------------=---_...:_----------------------from pages 
c~ldren. I know many who go down to El Salvador to adopt those pastors who would be vouching to speak for the word of God 
children.. So from a corporate political view abortion is wrong and yet not be using a scriptural basis. If you look to the law of 
beca~se It allows government to judge the quality of life. I think God, the Bible, it is unequivocal that abortion is condemned. I 
that Is a very dangerous position. for government to be in. believe that pasto.rs (who advocate abortion) are selling themselves 
Fut~e: How do you feel about cases where the mother's life is endangered, short or are very ignorant. 
or was impregnated through rape or incest? As to your second question, should religion play a part in the con-
Bush: When the mother's life is in question, and it is a true case of the life stitutional process?, that's a very difficult question. Certainly we 
of a mother vs. the life of an unborn child, certainly the life of the must maintain the .right of individuals to practice what they desire, 
mother should take presidence--the reason bemg that there is a good · and certainly we approach a very dangerous position when we begin 
possibility that the mother is already a mother of other children. To . codifying scriptural presidence into the law of the land. However, I 
say that we're going to deprive these already born children of their believe that it is undeniable that the first ten amendinents were 
mother to protect the life of an unborn child is improper. written by Christians. Men who knowing the freedom that God 
In the issue of rape or incest, my concei:n is with the 99 percent of gives, the freedom that Christ gives, waited to codify those 
th~ abortion~ that do-not deal with rape or incest but merely with in- . freedoms. Separation of church and state doesn't mean separation 
convenience. If I had the authority to stop all abortions except . of God and state. 
those that deal ~th rape or incest or the endangerment of the Fut . D .,, l ~other's life then certainly I would agree to.that. However, I find it ure. o you ,ee government should determine morality? 
difficult from a personal standpoint to say that I would agree to Bush: Absolutely; Those who tell you that government doesn't legislate. 
abortion in the case of rape or incest, because again it is an innocent morality are blind. ·The question is not whether or not we legislate 
child no matter whether it is the product of legitiµiate or ii- morality, but whose morality are we going to le'gislate? 
legitimate sexual union. . 
Future: Do you feel that life begins at conception? · ,--.-~.__._._._. • .-..-..-• .-..-...-. •• .-.._ • ._ • ._.._._ .. .-• ..-•• .-~ 
Bush: I would certainly have to agree that if it is not life upon f~rtilization { ~ c ' · . . ~ 
of the egg then cert~nly it is potential life and therefore should be ~ · . ~ 
jealously guarded as life itself. 
1 
~ s ~ I~ · 
Future: There have be.en theologians and religious institutions that have ex- .n_ .n_ .fi. ~ 
pressed agreement with free choice and those that are in favor of the r J 
right to life. Can religion be a determining factor in a constitutional l (i)}• Z Z()f l• a ~t~ (i:\l• str'f ant o J 
amendment against aborti.on? . 1 r "' n ~' .A.( ~ J 
Bush: The first question is how can there be opposing points / of view from I ~ 
a scripture whether or not God condones or condemns abortion? I Hwy. 50 Just west Of Alaf aya Tr. ~ 
think yOu have to take God at his word. I'm very concerned with I (Fairway Shopping Center) l 
l 282•4242 SMALL CAR PROBLEMS? 
· FIX IT RIGHT TKE FIRST TIMEI 
. RPS AUTOMOTIVE 
ALOMA-FORMH CENTER, BLDG. W, #25 
(CORNER OF All»MA & FORSYTH) . 
I MON.-THUR •. 11:00AM-11:00PM 
~ FRI. & SAT. ll:OOAM-l:OOAM 
~ . SUNDAY l:OOPM-•O:OOPM 
j BEER & WINE · 
. . AVAILABLE :· 
LARGE PIZZA 
FOR 
PRICE OF MEDIUM 
11AM-3PM.· 
I ' PHONE 671-3261 ~ ' ; ~--..-...-.----...-··-··------..-....-..... .. ••llilililRllliiiii81 EXPIRES:OCT.29,1981 . """'· 10 % DISCOUNT WITH THIS AD•FREE ESTIMATES , 
DAILY HAPPY HOUR 
~1 ·AMto7PM 
. . 2-FOR-1 DRINKS 
.$1 OFF ON PITCHERS 
· MONDAY •••••••••• 
· •Big Screen Football 
•Quart ~ight $1.75 
TUESDAY •••••••••• 
• Dri'1k or Drown 
8PMto12PM 
Girls $3/Guys $5 
All You Can Drink! · 
WEDNESDAY•••••.••• 
•25¢ Bar Drink.s & 
25¢ Drafts 
7 PM to lOPM . 
THURSDAY••••••••• 
•Ladies Night 
3 Free Drinks for Ladies 
SUNDAY•••••••••••• 
•Drink or Drown 
8 PM to 12 PM 
GJrls $3/Guys $5 . 
All You.Can Drink! 
• • 
• • 
• • '• . 
• • • 
••••••••••••••••••••••• • • • 
• • ! , $1 OFF ·! 
·iCONCERTSi 
• • 
: WITH ! · 
! UCF I.D. i 
• • •• 
•••••••••••••••••••••••• • • • • 
• • 
• • 
• • 
• • 
ORLANDO, FtA. 
CONCERTS 
LEON RUSSELL 
OCTOBER31 
BOBBY BARE 
NOVEMBER4 
EDGAR WINTER 
NOVEM·BER5 
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~ The official beer of The Charlie Daniels Band': 
© Anheuser-Busch. Inc. St. Louis, Mo 
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SPORTS 
Upset! 
Men's soccer trips Tar Heels 1-0 at home 
by Vince Cotroneo 
Sports editor 
Matt Meyer provided the only 
goal needed as the UCF soccer team 
edged out Division . I powerhouse 
North Carolina 1-0 at the wiiversi· 
ty's St. Claire field. 
The Tar Heels were ranked 
number i2 in the country for Divi-
sion I men's .soccer entering the 
match. 
"It was a set play," explained 
head coach Jim Rudy. "Frankie 
(Soronellas) kicked over their wall. 
The defense was looking for Max 
Rony-Francois to hit the ball. He let 
it go by and Matt hit a beautiful 
, shot from the left side into right cor· 
ner of the net." 
For the chip; Soronellas picked up 
the assist. · 
Once the Knights picked the goal, 
they didn't just go to the defensive. 
· ''We had some strong runs at 
them," said Rudy. "When they 
came down .toward us, th~y played 
into our strong points, which are 
jumpfog and heading." 
The goal by Meyer came just ten 
For the· 
fun of it -
The first annual . Intramural 
weight-lifting tournament will be 
held on Monday at the UCF 
dome. Warm-up is scheduled for 
6-7 p.m. There will be com-
petition for men and women, by 
weight class. Sign-up by Oct. 26 
in the office of Recreational Ser-
vices. 
The ·Humps, led by Angelo 
Cusimano's (10:02) third victory 
in the last four years, swept to 
win the Intramural cross country 
meet. 
The entry deadlines for the In-
tramural All-University Flag 
Football Tourney and 3 Man 
Basketball league are · Wed-
nesday, Oetober 28 and Thur-
sday, October 29, Respectively, 
at the Office of Recreational Ser-
vices Office next to the pool. 3· 
Man Basketball will be played 
Monday through Thursday 
evenings from 8-10 p.m. begin-
ning November 2. 
minutes into the match at 35:24. 
The win put the Knights at 6-3-1 and 
still in a position f 9r post-season 
play, a first for men's soccer. 
''We told the guys the only way 
we could get into the playoffs was to 
start with the Miami game (which 
UCF won 2-0) then beat Carolina," 
said Rudy. 
"I think we can get a wild card 
bid. Our schedule was outstanding," 
said Rudy. 
In order for the Knights to receive 
a wild card berth, they would be only 
one of two teams from the entire 
country selected. UCF is a member 
of the South Region. 
This afternoon, the men tangle . 
with Spring Arbor, a school from 
Michigan. Their record entering the 
match is 8-3. On the roster, two 
players have scored 16 of the 24 · 
goals and 12 of 13 assists. Then 
tomorrow, UCF will host Mercy Col· 
lege for New York. All the action 
will be at St. Clair field. · -
Women's soccer loses 4-0 to UNC 
by Jose A. Fajardo 
Future staff 
.The UCF W9men's Invitational ~­
soccer tournament took place at the 
St. Clfilre soccer field last Saturday 
and Sunday. Competing in the se-
cond annual event were North 
Carolina, ·Alabama, Duke, Vander-
bilt, Georgia Tech and host UCF. 
Each team played twice Saturday 
in a specific group. Vanderbilt, .UCF 
and Duke made up the first group, 
while Georgia Tech, North Carolina 
and Alamba made up the second· 
group . . 
Sunday, the first place teams 
played the second place teams of the 
other group. Here UCF defeated 
Alabama, 9-01 and North Carolina 
eliminated Duke,5-0. UNC 
proceeded to the championship 
Tuesday and overcame UCF, 5-1. 
"We have to get out of our state to 
play · more competitive teams," 
noted UCF coach Jim Rudy, ex-
plaining that the girls were caught 
off guard with North Carolina's 
awesome talent. "NeJ!:t time (again-
st North Carolina), we won't be sur-
prised,'' he said. 
Mike Brach/Future 
Nancy Buonpane (19) had little trouble playing defense in UCF's l4-0 ~n 
over Vanderbilt ii:i the UCF Invitational. 
~aised its season mark to a perfect 
17-0. In Tuesday's final match at 
UCF's St. Claire field, the Tar Heels 
used an early goal and ·aggressive 
·his squad hasn't had-the caliber of 
For UCF, Pam Baughman, Nancy 
Lay and Mar.y Holapa were named 
to the all-tournament team. · play to. turn-back UCF. · 
. competition needed to prepare for 
the nationals, now feels the bout 
with North Carolina has shown him 
how to ready his team. 
After cruising through its first 
seven· matches in machine-like 
fashion, the UCF women's soccer 
squad hit on some tough competi· 
tion, dropping its last two <:ontests 
to the U Diversity of North Carolina 
Tuesday. 
The Tar Heels handed UCF its 
first loss in the finals of the UCF In-
vitational, 5-1, then came back to 
stop . the women, 4-0, in a single 
match Tuesday. After the setbacks, 
UCF's record rested at 7-2. · 
· North Carolina, ranked number 
one in the country for women's soccer 
Wendy Greenberg of North 
Carolina scored the first of her two 
goals in the match just five minutes 
into the game. From there, her team 
relied on its quickness to control the 
UCF women. 
''The first goal by Greenberg 
shouldn't have gone in but the se· . 
cond one was a beauty'" said Rudy I 
talking about a second-half header 
by the Tar Heel. "She must have 
gotten ten feet up in the air." 
The women of UCF were ranked 
ninth in the nation entering the 
match. Coach Rudy, worried that 
''We saw the things we have to 
work on," -said Rudy. "Now, we'll 
-- ~ake tough situations in practice to 
prepare. We know nQW that we are 
at least among the top three or four 
in the country." 
As for the first day of the UCF in· 
vitational on Saturd~y, the Knights 
trounced Vanderbilt 14-0, and Duke 
11-1. The goal by Duke was the first 
given up by the women in 1981. 
The UNC Tar Heels took com· 
mand early in the Sunday champ-
ionship game on a quick .score. UCF 
Women,page 18 
Punt returns kill UCF,A&M.victors 23-J.5 
UCF and actually put the ball in the end zone on 
the next. · · by Vince Cotroneo Sports editor 
Two key punt returns made the difference as 
the UCF fighting Knights saw their winning 
streak end at three at the hands of Alabama 
Jim Bray recovered an Alabama fumble at the 
A&M ·as. From there, UCF worked the ball into 
field goal range and Scott Ryerson provided the 
leg with a 30 yard effm:t and UCF trailed 7-3. 
It was Andrew Fields again who did the 
damage. With no time left on the first-half clock, 
Fields took a pitch from a fallil}.g Bulldog and rac· 
ed past a stunned UCF punt-coverage team for a 
65-yard score. A&M led at the half, 14-12. 
The Knights could only muster another three· 
pointer from Ryerson in the second . half and 
A&M had a homecoming victory, 23-15. · One 
bright spot in the loss that dropped UCF's mark 
to 3-3, was that wide receiver Jimmy Taylor 
broke the record for most yards received in a 
game with 103, breaking the mark set just a week 
ago by Jeff Froehlich. 
A&M, 23-15, in Huntsville, Ala. On the first play of the second quarter, de fen-
. . sive end Jerry Nemethy intercepted a Bulldog 
The Bulldogs· pHed up 275 yards in return yar- pass in the backfield·and rambled 48 yards for the 
dage on the Knights. After the Knights first scqre. Ryerson missed the PAT but the Knights 
possession, Doug Friedlander punted to Andrew led 9-7 
Fields. Fields raced down the right· sideline 60 Later in the second quarter, Ryerson added a 
·yards to the UCF five-yard line. Two plays later, boot of 26 yards to increase the lead to 12-7. With 
A&M passed for a touchdown and just six time running out in the half, UCF appeared to be 
minutes into the contest, the Bulldogs led 7-0. going into intermission With that lead when the 
The Knight defense set up the first · score for biggest play of the game took pla~e. 
This week the squad has an open date, but goes 
back on the road to Carrolton, Georgia next 
weekend to battle undefeated West Georgia. 
\. 
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Lady Knights finish third in home tourney 
by Michael Schiano 
Future staff 
Rutgers, who eventually won the 
tournament, appeared to have an . 
easy time with UCF in the early go-
The Lady Knights volleyball team ing by beating them in the first 
faired quite well in the UCF Invita- . game 15-7. The Knights made a 
tional despite the brisk competion . match out of it playing Rutgers 
from such powerhouses ·as Rutgers, tough in game two but losing 16-14. 
Mississippi, South Carolina, Miami, . Saturday,Oct. 17, day · two of 
Alabama, Miami Dade South, and competition, saw UCF battling 
Tulane. Tulane for a spot in the semi-finals. 
The Lady Knights compiled a 2-2 The Knights proved too much for 
record in regular tournament play the Greenwave wit}). top play from 
·beating Ole Miss and Soutµ Andrea Jackson, who was named to 
Carolina while losing to Miami and the All-Tournament team, and Carol 
Rutgers. Sniegowsi. Tulane was beaten 15-5, 
UCF beat South Carolina handily 13-15-, 15·6. The girls now looked to 
15-10, 15·2 in the first day of 1com· ·the semi-finals against the Crimson 
petition. Mississippi put up a better Tide · of Alabama. . It was all 
fight causing the match to go to Alabama as the Tide beat UCF 15-6, 
three games ·but still fell to UCF, 15-13. Alabama eventually lost to 
15-6 ,12-15, 15-9. Rutgers in the finals. . 
Both losses for the Knights came Coach Pennick saw the con-
down to the wire. The girls beat centration and composure of her 
Miami in the first game 15-13 but team much improved over previous 
the Hurricanes caine back to win the weeks. 
next two games and the match 15-9, Pennick commented that the team 
18-16. UCF lost more than the ·would have done even better. then 
match however, Tricia Boyle was in- third place if the concentration was 
jured and did not play for the rest of 100 percent throughout the tour-
the weekend. nament. UCF's final record was 3-3 
"Boyle was suffering fyom back in the competition. 
spasms," said coach Carmen Pen· . Even with a record of 10-18, Pen-
nick. "It's a recurring _injury but nick still expects post-season play. 
she will be healthy for our next ''We will be seeded third in the state 
match.'' tournament and I expect to be_ one of 
Women 
Mike Brach/Future 
Linda Sykes (left) and Andrea Jackson go up for a bl~k in a Lady Knight 
match against Tulane. · 
the eight teams in the regionals." at Miami Dade-South Nov. 12-14, 
Lady Knights next match is Oct. and regional competition will be 
29 with Rollins ·at home in the UCF hosted by Florida State' the follow· 
gym. The state tourney will be held ing week. 
then scored with a shot by Pam 
Baugham. The game looked as if it 
was going to be a close one,' but then 
with 25 minutes remaining North 
Carolina took total control of the 
midfield, where it exploded with "sprained an ankle" antl Mary Carolina. They controlled the ball 
two more goals. Varas went down with a "slightly both offensiv-ely and defensively. 
The half ended with UCF trailing tom ligament" according to assis- The Tar Heels added two more goals 
3-1, and minus two players tant coach Dang Pibulvech. to make the final, 5-L taking the 
to injudes. Kathy Mulqueeny In the second half it was all North championship. 
$3 OFF ON HAIRCUTS• $4 OFF ON COLOR WITH CUT 
•SCULPTURED NAILS $25• 
(WITH STUDENT l.D.) 
(Not to be used with other discounts) 
·~
C-ommand Performanee 
Complete Hairstyling For Men and Women 
Winter Park Mall, 534 N. Orlando Ave. · Winter Park, Fl. 32789 628-8936 
HOURS M-F 10 to 9 Sat 9 to 8 Sun. 12:30 to 5 
ft'l-'-.ll~l#lllllllllllll.llllli.111'1'1'1'11 
I! S C .· It's Coming... . I 
I ROADRALLY I· 
~ ~ I leaving UCF at 11 :00 a.m; I 
~ Sat~rday November 21st I I Keep Watching the FUTURE for Further Info~ation ~ 
~111.1111111~.111111111111111...iir.11111n 
;NOW SERVING BREAKFAST6:30-11:00 AM 
Ham, Roast Beef, Turkey, Swi8s Cheese $2.-05 · ' 
JASON DELUXE 
Ham, Turkey, Cotto Salami, Provolone Cheese 
HOAGIE 
ROAST BEEF (Available in Brat Jr.) 
HAM'N CHEESE (Available in Brat Jr.) 
·CORNED BEEF (Available in Brat. Jr.) 
REUBEN 
Corned Beef, Swiss Cheese, Sauerkraut 
TURKEY (Available in Brat Jr.) 
PASTRAMI Smoked & Spicy 
CHICKEN FILLET 
KIELBASA 
SALAMI 
CHEESE SANDWICH 
SALAD BAR 
PLAffiR 1.94 BOWL 1.35 
MUCH -MUCH~MORE 
S2.00 r- - COUPON - -1 
~Loo • soe o· ·FF I sr:fs. I I 
·sus I . ANY REGULAR I 
I SANDWICH OR I 
$2.20 SALAD PLATIER 
Sl.85 I WITH THIS COUPON. I 
s1.ss I You MAY I 
$1~65 I PURCHASE UP TO I 
J~.15 I 3 SANDWICHES WITH I $1.70 · . THIS SINGLE . 
$1.70 f COUPON EXPIRES I 
· I November 2, 1981 I .._ ________ ..
DINE IN PH. 331 ·4241 OR CARRY OUT 
990 Semoran at Red Bug Road · 
NEXT TO BIG 10 TIRE STORE 
CASSELBERRY, FLA. 32707 
.. 
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Recall---------rrompageI for doing so. Attorney General Pete Morlock 
said that Chandler was ''pushing for 
the person that best suits the ex-
ecutive branch's needs, but there is 
nothing unusual or unprecedented 
in that.'' 
tempt getting rid of the BSU. 
"I've got the power, but I would 
never do it,'' Chandler said. 
tually lobbying for a person running 
for the pro tempore position," said 
Calderwood. 
According to Calderwood, 
Chandler has been heavily lobbying 
senators to support Sen. Kathleen 
Johnson (Business Seat #1) for 
president pro tempore of the senate. 
Calderwood said that · Chandler 
did so because he thought he could 
increase his leverage over the senate 
and th Organizations, Appropia-
tions and Finance Committee 
through Johnson. Johnson is a 
former OAF chairman. 
Calderwood, who served· as at-
torney general in last year's ad-
ministration, said that lobbying .for 
a bill or a piece of legislation is 
understandable, but trying to in-
fluence an internal election of the 
senate is outside the perameters of 
the president's duty. . 
Calderwood called Chandler's 
desire "to control the OAF commit-
tee" and his talk of "getting rid of 
the Black Student Union" because 
th.ey .disagreed with him on a con-
troversial gospel choir bill as 
unethical practices. 
"George hasn't gone out to reach 
the students, not even a 
here's-what-we're-doing-letter in th.e 
paper; yet George is already talking 
about his re-election. The office of 
student body president has become 
.an extension f~r George's ego," 
said Calderwood. 
Chandler downplayed ·the scope of . 
any moves to recall him. 
"As far as I'm concerned, it's 
nothing more than a disgruntled 
former cabinet member trying to get 
back at me,'' Chandier said. 
Calderwood resigned from Chan-
dler's cabinet, but Cnandler said 
"rumors ·had it I was going to fire 
him, and there was a lot of validity 
in ~hose rumors.'' 
FLY N.Y.C·. 
$79. 
INCLUDES VAN TRANSPORT 
TO JACKSONVILLE AIRPORT 
FROM LEE RD. UNION 76 
DAILY (EXCEPT SAT.) 6 PM 
6 AM DAY FLIGHT $99 
851-5068 
You can frustrate a thief from 
getting away with your purse. 
By carrying PURSE ALARM 
in the "on guard" position, it 
will sound an instantaneous 
alarm if your purse is lifted. 
Creates a lot of attention. The 
thief will be holding a very 
noisy purse, - unable to shut 
it off. 
Also works as a general 
alarm for your doors or 
windows at home. 
Send Check or Money Order 
$7.95 Includes Postage & Handling 
To: Fou Marketing 
Crime Prevention Systems 
P.O. Box 141258 . 
Orlando, Fl. 32857 
Or Call 275-5740 
(We Deliver) 
Chandler denied any lobbying on 
·his part in the senate's pro tempore 
election. H,e said he may have 
"given his opinion to several peo-
ple" but that was within his rights 
as a student. 
However, Chandler later said he 
did lobby one senator, but subse-
quently apologiz'ed to the senator 
Chandler called the allegation of 
his supporting Johnson to gain 
political leverage, "probably the 
stupidest statement I've heard in a 
while." 
Chandler said he would never at-
He defined his power as the 
authority to "uphold, suspend or 
withdraw the registration of any 
organization.'' 
Chandler said of his productivity: 
"I spend well over 40 hours a week 
iii this office. I get the job done. I 
have most of my platform _ac-
complished and will continue to do 
so.'' 
GO KNIGHTS! 
HAPPY HOUR 
SATURDAYOCTOBEM24 
PITCHERS $2.50 
MUGS50¢ 
6:30PM • 9:30PM 
L-------------------------------------------------------------------------... 9 
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For a free recipe book.let, write Hiram Walker Cordials, PO. Box 2235, Farmington H!lls, Mich. 480IB. 
HIRAM WALKER TRIPLE SEC 
'C' 1981 Triple Sec Liqueur, 60 proof, Hiram Walker & Sons, Inc., San Francisco, Cali I. 
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Column Mike Griffin 
.yy reflects morals, 
:~o~sn't shape th~m 
The media, particularly 
the electronic media, has 
been blamed for almost 
every social occurence one 
could ima~ne. Television is 
attributed with spawning 
the lil;ces of the high crime 
rate, an increase in violence, 
and of course, sexual pro-
miscuity. 
This is an interesting, if not absurd assump-
tion. Had television been around during the Mid-
dle Ages, it probably would have been blamed for 
the Plague and the 100 Years War. Television, 
radio and the print media do not generate social 
trends and fads, they merely reflect-them. There 
was crime, violence and, believe it or not, sex 
before Charlie's Angels. T. V .. and other media 
forms have merely brought the problems into 
clear view for many who would otherwise have re-
mained blissfully ignorant. These problems have 
been here for centuries~ and ignoring them will 
not make them go away. 
The television is not a:b. entity. It'is not a con-
spiracy. It is a tool. Like a computer, it is only as 
good , effective or functional as what is put into 
it. One man's rose is another man's weed. 
Right or wrong come into play wh~n one man or 
group tries to inflict his view (morals) onto 
others. . This phenomenon is evident in the 
arguments voiced by the Rev. Donald Wildmon, 
executive director of the National Federation of 
Decency and chairman of the Coalition for Better 
Television. In a speech before a group of adver-
tising representatives, Wildmon insisted that 
moral judgements be made in·television program 
planning and in advertiser support of programm-
ing. · 
What Wil~on fails to explain is, whose morals 
are going to be represented? His, the Pope's, 
Reverend Moon's, mine or yours? Morals are as 
hard to identify as molecules in the wind: 
Trying tO please everyone is a noble goal, it is 
also an impossible one. But thankfully, every 
television set comes equipped with a great 
equalizei:. It's called the on/off switch. If a televi-
sion show ottends you, don't watch it. If enough 
people don't watch it the networks will lose 
money. If the networks lose money on a show, 
that show, regardless of its content, is cancele~. 
Wouldn't it be ironic if it was learned that the 
reason all these "trash" shows have such high 
ratings is because so many Coalition for Better 
Television members are "monitoring" the broad-
casts? 
Mary Wilson 
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Rumors fly on X-rated film· 
University . officials ·overreact 
Because university administrators have 
been making mountains out of molehills, the 
UCF Cinema Committee has been attem-
pting to form policy decisions out of rumors. 
The rumor floating about the Student 
. Center, in the student senate and among 
members of the Cir~ema Committee is the 
airing of the X-rated film '!Cinderella" could 
dissuade an alumnus from contributing fun-
ds for studel).t scholarships. 
University president Trevor Colbourn .ap-
peared before the student senators Tuesday 
and assured them the administration would 
not intervine in scheduling of the film 
during Homecoming Week. However 
Colbourn told senators he hoped they could 
answer if a student approached them next 
year with the question:"Why are you 
showing that movie and consequently 
denying me the opportunity for some finan-
cial assistance?'' 
Though Colbourn was careful to qualify 
his statements to the senate ("I'm not 
saying we're not going to get it ... but it 
· might be a reason for not.'') student 
senators and Cinema Committee members 
haye been worried over the impact of the 
film's showing. 
Well, the alumni committee chairman in-
.volved with funding for scholarships said he 
was not even aware of the film being aired 
until contacted by a Future reporter. He 
said he had not protested it, nor t~eatened 
scholarship contributions. 
Let's face it. The university is suffering 
from a severe case of paYanoia. 
We've been criticized for teaching a course 
on sexual behavior; for displa:fing nude art 
in the library, and for not booting out 
Iranian students. 
Now we're trying to be careful also with 
whom we allow on campus and the opinions . 
we allow them to advocate, until someone 
finally· decides the Trask/Bush Amendment 
is unconstitutional. 
Admittedly every university appreciates 
and competes for the goodwill and good 
green of its alumnae. We win games for it, 
graduate future governors for it, and 
generally keep our suits pressed and noses 
clean. · 
What we shouldn't do is exaggerate the 
importance of a · movie such as ''Cin-
derella,'' -a m~diocre film,_ no one is forced to 
see anyway. 
Administrators should 'mellow out." 
They're understandably gun-shy, but their 
attention to the filn;t will probably do little 
more than increase ticket sales. 
Mary Wilson 
Edi tor-in-chief 
Letters---------------
Students respond to story on blacks . 
Editor: 
After reading last week's article. entitled 
"Blacks Experience Alienation on Cam-
puses,'' I was on the verge of exploding from 
the annoying, never-ending cry of "racism" 
from the black p~ople. 
In referring to white people as being ig-
norant, insensitive and having a narrow 
perspective (as in the article previously 
cited) the blacks are, in my opinion, affec-
ting black-white relations unfavorably. Not 
only are they affecting relations un-
favorably, but they are also practicing what 
1they preach against-prejudgement. 
· Furthermore, in attempting desperately 
to recruit black students and ad-
ministrators, is there not discrimination 
against an equally qualified non-black appli-
cant? In going t9 the far length of searching 
for black employees and pupils, competent 
non-blacks would be overlooked because of a 
specific percentage of minorities that must 
be acquired according to rules created by 
blacks. In my view, the preceding is reverse 
discrimination. 
Could it be if these people would put forth 
as much effort into living in amity with 
others as is spent on bawling over being 
discriminated against, that the word 
''racism'' would .fade away? 
W. J. Delahanty III 
•••• 
Editor: 
In last week's Future Dr. Colbourn stated 
that a black history course need not be 
taught by a black person. I disagree. I think 
I speak on behalf of many black students 
when I say, "What can a white person teach 
me about black culture?'' In America the 
white attitude to black culture spans from 
derision to disregard. Witness Tarzan 
movies. · 
There are many black students who don't 
take the course if it is taught by a white per-
son. Could it be that by having a white 
teacher you are seeking to guarantee that 
More letters,page 22 
• 
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the course will fail? o~. that it won't 
teach anything threatening to the 
white power structure? 
When you were in . college, how 
many of your pals told you they 
were majoring in black studies? I 
don't wish to take notes on a dry 
recital of facts by someone who 
glossed over them in a book. I want 
someone I can develop rapport with1 
can talk with about . my deepest 
feelings as a black woman in 
America. Because of a history of 
mistrust of white society, many 
black students can't share that kind 
of empathy with a white te~cher. 
from background of insecurity, of 
fear and paranoia (some would call 
these black survival skills); of not 
knowing if when you turn around in 
a supermarket, in a park, in school, 
in the job market, someone will in-
sult or reject you 'because you;re 
black. Believe me it still happens. 
But if we can develop a knowledge 
of culture, a sense of our 
"specialness," which no white pro-
fessor can impart to us, we won't be 
so hesitant to mingle because we 
won't be afraid of losing our identi-
ty. 
We don't want hostile confronta-
tions or. angry threats. We just want 
a little respect. 
Student bodY president's 
progress on promises 
Dear Students: the registration process which caus-
When I ran for President last spr- ed the unmanageable add/drop lines. 
ing, my brochure contained a plat- Since add/drop is a byproduct of 
form with commitments to the registration, solving the registration 
students. problem must and will take prece-
After my first four months in of- dent. 
fice, I would like to bring you up to Graduation Ceremonies: We pro-
date concerning our progress in ac- mised you a summer graduation. 
complishing these commitments You got it. : 
and goals. Concerts: Under my leadership, 
Computerized Add/Drop: We we have scheduled the largest con-
White ·students across the nation 
say that black students· segregate 
themselv:es. That's becalJse we cume 
took the first step in this dfyection cert in the university's history -
by organizing add/drop based upon the upcoming Pablo Cruise concert .. 
class standing. However, since Voluntary Meal Plan: With the 
registration was such a disaster, we help of the university, SAGA and 
have reevaluated our thoughts. i the resident hall students, we have 
Sharon Cameron believe that the best approach at made the first realistic attempt to 
....... _____________ llllllill __________ _.:· this time must be to try and alter · Chandler, page 23 
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Reconditioned Radiators in StOek 
For Moat-Pa11111ger Can 
II LOW PRICES" 
"FREE'' TRANSPORTATION 
IN UCFAREA 
1111111~1 
RADiATOR SPECIALISTS 
~ER CHARGE • VISA • AMERICAN EXPRESS· 
275-9327 10662 E. Coluial Dr. Union Park 
Spirit of Yorktown lives 
Editor: _ 
On Oct. 19, a beleaguered Lt. Gen. 
Earl Charles Cornwallis surrendered 
· his British Army of 7,000 to an 
allied French and U.S. Army force 
under the able leadership of Gen. 
George Washington in the siege of 
Yorktown. ' 
While this victory did not end the 
American Revolution, it assured 
' American independence which final-
ly came on Sept. 3; 1783 when the 
-treaty was s~gned. 
British. 
· If you don't believe Yorktown is 
important look ~t today's 
newspaper or view the news on 
television - violence, rape, over-
thrown governments, inalienable 
rights oppressed. We need to be 
reminded -0f that turning point in 
our history. This victory proved to 
be the main bridge between in-
dependen~e and the Constitution. A 
victory which uplifts the American 
spirit amidst a country .still feeling 
the repercussions of Vietnam. On Oct. 16, America got a chance 
to relive those moments of doubt 
~------~---~----~--~~-----•and~~~~~~ti~w~ 
The spirit of Yorktown lives on in 
the U.S. Army today. We stiltprize 
those qualities of courage, dignity 
and patriotism. 
_TRY DRESSER 
ATLAS FOR 
EAL WORLD" ~ll.. RIENCE! 
~~/ ~ 
Electrical Enginee_rs Mechanical Engineers 
Physicists · · 
If you're ready to begin your technical career, but aren't looking forward to a 
pencil and paper pushing existence, we want to tell you about a highly unusual 
profession_ 
Essentially, we'.re the people who make it possible for energy producers to 
evaluate ttie productivity of well sites. Our equipment measures resistivity, 
conductivity, acoustic travel time, radioactivity and various other physical 
characteristics of the well bore. 
As a Jr. Field Engineer, you'll undertake extensive training including supervis· 
ed field work and 12 weeks of classroom instruction before being promoted to 
Field Engineer. ,,. 
At this stage. your career adventure really begins. You'll be assigned a logging 
unit, crew and company car. Your generous base salary will be supplemented 
by monthly bo_nuses based on the income your work produces. Your progress 
will be in your hands on a job that is tough, demanding and long. But if you're 
interested in accumulating real-world exp~rience fast, there's nothing like it. 
We offer full company benefits, relocation assistance and a ·variety of attrac· 
tlve locations, including the career active Rocky Mountain and Sunbelt .areas. 
Enjoy the kind of personal recognition that comes from a high profile career 
like this one. 
See Your 
Placement Office , 
_We Wiii Be On Camp&JS 
Tuesday, November 3rd 
If you are unable to visit with us, send your resume detailing your 
background to: 
I qrm•tfJ!! 11.wwl 
Manager, Recruitment & College Relations 
P.O. Box 1407 . 
Houston, Texas 77001 
Dreuer Atlao I• An l!quel Opportunltir l!mploir•r 1111' 
.-
recreated at Yorktown. Surprising-
ly, all the countries who participated 
in the revolution were present in the 
form of military units - even ,the Robert Preshong 
I Don.o .. · .. 1. son ... .. ·::.:· ..... '.'.°.':_ .,:.,:. }·:, __ · IJ .'.. • • • • •• • ••• ~ ~ · •' • · _; • .,t· :. ~.·;~--~ ·-~·· . · .. . · . · ,I , . . , , . o " · , . · . · .. , :. · · r-;.; · :" T•r~stone· ~ .. ' ! :· · . ' ' ' . ' ·,. .• . ..,,,,, ' 
LUBE_ ~ Oil - Fil TER · I I 
I HERE'S WHAT WE DO: I I 1. Oil change (Texaco Oil) Includes up to 5 quarts of I I oil. 2. Oil filter . 3 . Chassis lube . 4. Differential checks : I 
5 . Transmission oil check. We can also service foreign I cars (Datsun, Fiat, Toyota. Opel. Volvo) . Only $2 .00 I II . . ,~ more. Truc~s and vans $2.00 more. I 
:z ,,, ' . HAVOLINE SUPREME $ 8 88 1ow1.io I 0 Exrim 10.31.s1 MOTOR Oil.·· · - · - · · · · · nl'tergent (") 
~ 0 ~ c 
o . ~ 
U - 2 
I Precision alignment by skilled mechanics. I 
I We will also rotate your tires . I 
I $ 9· 8 8 Parts ~xtr11 If needed. No 11ddltional charge I I . Most Cars Only . . . for factory nlr or torsion har cars. I 
I E I 
I 2190 ALO MA A VE~ , Visa Mastercard I 
I . WINT.ER PARK American Express I 
L 64'4-6326 . .FirestQne Texaco 
-------------COUPON-------------J 
Italian Restaurant & Pizz-a 
12309 E. Colonial Drive, Orlando, Florida 
(l;fMILE EAST OF QUALITY INN ON THE LEFT) 
COME FOR THE BEST ITALIAN 
. COOKING & PIZZA IN TOWN 
AND RECEIVE A 10% DISCOUNT 
WITH.YOUR UCF ·I.D. CARD 
"You really'haven't tasted Italian Food until you try us.·~ 
WE SPECIALIZE IN TJ\KE-OUT ORDERS 
Delight Yourself CALL 
ByTryingOur: 273-3631 * 
Salads. Spaghetti, Ravioli. 
Lasagna, Manicottl. Calzone, 
Steak Hamburgers, Subs, 
Sicilian & Napolttan Pizza · 
WINE& 
BEER 
AVAILABLE 
< HIGHWAY50 
> 
< LI.. 
< 
..I 
< UCFBLVD. 
t 
' 
• 
... . 
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attain this goal with a possible im-
plementation spring semester 1982. 
Encourage Academic Student 
Programming: · We are presently 
working toward a course-description 
guide. Also, we have certified and 
supported many academically-
oriented organizations on campus. 
Provide Night Students Services: 
ID validation hours have been ex-
panded for evening students. 
Records and the Office of Financial 
Aid are open· some nights. Student 
Government services have been ex-
panded, such as dental hours (8 
a.m.-8 p.m., Mon.-Thurs.), Centraliz-
ed Services with discount tickets, 
and the Typing Room is now open 
until 9 p.m. seven days a week. SG 
representatives went to the Resi-
dent Centers to photograph for 
ID's for .convenience of students'. 
Expansion · of Rec;reational 
Facilities: · Construction of the ra-
quetball courts has finally begun. 
SG has initiated construction on a 
pool pavilion, and installation of 
new lighting at Lake Claire should 
be finished in time for the homecom-
ing bonfire. We are currently resear-
ching the feasibility of building an 
acphitheater and nine-hole golf 
course. 
Renovation of Cafeteria: $50,000 
to $100,000 has been earmarked for 
cafeteria renovation this year. 
Typing Room: . Upon taking office, 
I had all SG typewriters placed on 
maintenance contracts. In addition, 
we have purchased three IBM dual-
pitch eJectric typewriters, and daily 
checks are made to ensure that the 
typewriters continue to work. 
Credit for these accomplishments· 
goes to all who have been working so 
diligently to make improvements for 
you on our campus. I acknowledge 
th~ support and assistance of my 
staff, the student senate, the univer-
sity administration and especially 
the students for their confidence in 
me. 
George P. Chandler 
Student Body President 
SUPER SATURDAY 
UNIVERSAL_CENTRE 
SATURDAY lOAM·· SPM 
PSYCHICS-PALMISTS:_ASTROLOGERS 
TAROT-NUMEROLOGISTS-MEDIUMS 
Basic Re.ading, J!lsd a Mini Reading 
Each Reading Only $9 Contribution 
Sunday Service: Lecture, Healing & Message 7 P.M. 
2609 Wells Ave., Fern Park 
" (Diagonally Behind McDonald's) / 
For More Information Please Call 
(305) 831-2632 
WE HAVE ·YOUR PARTS · 
CHEAP 
10% 
. (STUDENT DISCOUNT) 
568-2156 
~AUTO SALVAGE BROKERS-
AIRPORT TOWING USED AUTO PARTS 
24 HOUR TOWING 
BW JUNK CARS 
24 HOUR ROAD SERVICE· 
MOVE ABANDONED VEHICLES 
EAST H\W. SO 
EMERCENCY #275-8721 
-·~. 
We believe in . 
born leaders.~. 
... almost as much as 
trained leaders. 
UCF 
Let us know when you are ready for forty hours of intensive 
political training designed for active inter~sted college 
politicians-training in the advanced skills ~f politics. 
When you are ready, our professional campaign managers 
and experienced youth organizers want to teach you what 
they know. They want to teach you about voter registration, 
media, research, advance work, and using volunteers to win 
elections. 
We want to train you to do these prof~ssional jobs in one of 
this year's campaigns. 
We're ready to develop born leaders. I , · The Student Fieldman School llr~ Hosted by the UCF College Republicans 
For more information call 352-0596, 293-8428, or 64 7-5330 
898-~454 · 
ALCOHOL ABUSE ·PROGRAM 
Dr. Girardo Gonzalez University of Florida 
. AND 
Dr. C. W. Brown University of Central Florida 
Monday, October26, 1981 
Music Rehearsal Hall 8:30 P.M. 
SPONSORED BY: 
UCF PANHELLENIC & INTERFRATERNITY COUNCILS 
ROck . House 
Are you tired of looktng for 
happiness? No matter what 
you do, fulfill~ent con only 
be found in Jesus Christ. 
He wants you to know Him 
personally. Come and 
~ I.earn how great life con 
.. - bel Tuesdays at 7 p.m. 
Th• Rock Hous• 
Youth Ministrv of Calvarv Assemblv 
1199 Clav Street, Wint.er Pork 
. 644-1199 
(located between Par .and Fairbanks Exits of 1-4) 
I TIRED OF BEING SNOWED 
BY SHOE SALESMEN POSING AS AUDIO EXPERTS? 
THEN IT'S TIME TQ VISIT THE SPEAKERSHOP FOR A 
DOSE OF FACT INSTEAD'OF.FICTION. 
SPEAKER SYSTEMS-
•KITS•CABINETS 
• X-OVERS• DRIVERS 
•COMPLETE SYSTEMS 
•REPAIRS ON ALL BRANDS 
WHILE YOU WATCH 
1019 W. FAIRBANKS A VE. 
• 50 FEET WEST OF THE e 
WINTER PARK SINK HOLE 
WINTERPARK, ·FL. _ 
1 BLK. EAST OF 17-92" 
628-1735 
.STUDENT ·c .OVE1'NMENT. 
OFFERS 
LEG~L SERVICES 
OOT'P:l\OBLEM~ WITH: -------
Landi~rds?· 
Insurance.? 
Contracts? 
'The Police? 
Srudept Govenim~q~ seeks · ~ to · provide 
studentS at ~ Umversity .. of .:~e~~~l Florida~ 
with" iegal se~s in· ma~ers affecting Dir 
welfare· as s~~n~s. Setyices prowded ip.clude 
lancllord ,.'i~nant1 ~ · · ''oonswiier, · and< 
~isciNnina.tion ptoh!erµs~ _A)SQ, 1iopctjm~~ 
-traffic. cases, div.orce, corlv~rsibrt ; of'•P,'ro~; . 
and name .change:qoansactors. · · 
. · ~r pro~ni . 6Jfen lega~ " ~dvi~, ' C9n~ 
·s&tati~~ an~ 'dqcwht~t. •a~g .fm :of 
char~ to .shiderlls -in . need· ol serviees • . Gall 
2'(5-2:S38. OF "~op~by S:~'2iQ Jelr. mo~"i~~ 
. ,fomnltion or an appainm·~· -
, r 
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UCF . MARKETING ASSOCIATION 
presents . the 
A PARTY 
OCT.29 
7:30 pm to 2.:00 am 
MUNIT~K 
·MASH 
Co sponsored by 
A fund raiser for the 
American Cancer S.ociety 
® 
COSTUME CONTEST 
1st PRIZE Trip for two to the· BAHAMAS 
Provided by UNITED NATIONAL TRAVEL BUREAU 
titusville 
DOOR PRIZES 
/ ' 
GRAND PRIZE . Trip for two to the BAHAMAS 
United National Travel Bureau 
1st PRIZE One complete waterbed 5?)!77J[]!Ju l:l:NTIJR!I WllTl:Rlll:llS 
L__2:JL.:::_J 
ARTHUR MURRAY 
BARNETT BANK _ 
. BATHTD.E . 
BAY HILL GOLF CLASSIC 
by W .T .Scarbrough 
BENNIGAN'S 
BURDINES 
CHOPPING BLOCK 
CIRCUS WORLO 
CISCO'S 
DESIGN·WORLD 
OTHER PRIZES DONATED BY 
DESIGN HOUSE 
(Lance Duning) 
EASTERN 
EAST INDIA 
FLAGSHIP BANK 
HAR NATURALLY INC. 
HAIR~LINES 
HOUSE OF BEEF 
McNERNEY FORD 
MELTING POT 
MERRY MINSTRELS . 
NEEDLECRAFT WORlD 
ONCE UPON A ST AGE 
SPAGHETil FACTORY 
PARKHILL SALON & BEAUTY 
PON DEROSA 
SUN BANK 
STARS HALL OF FAME 
QUNCY'S - r 
TOM'S POINT AFTER 
T. J. MURPHY'S 
VICTORIA ST A TION 
WDIZ . 
WINES OF EUROPE 
JE-RUE SONNY'S HARDWARE YE FOX & HOUND 
LORD SNPS - · SMUGGLER'S NN YCFI< STEAK HOUSE 
THE MAGIC PAN .' JIM TAYLOR CORP. · HIS AND HERS HEADLINERS 
EL TORITO MEXICAN RESTAURANT ARIGATb JAPANESE STEAKHOUSE CENTRAL FLORIDA SPORTNG GOOD 
ledfQbsler~ 
. WE THANK ALL OF· YOU! 
DRESS: Costume pref erred 
BAR DRINKS: .50 -& · $1.00 
TICKETS: $5.00 advance 
$5m50 door 
· TIME·:· 7:30 
Tickets available at: 
Kiosk,centralized services 
& other ticket out'lets 
for -info call 275-2108 
PAPPY'S 
. AT-
